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Indexers (Smart Arrays) 

Recall that in C# Programming II we talked about properties or smart fields.  
These allowed us to create get and set methods in order to retrieve or set data 
in our class's fields.   

 

Another nice feature in C# is the smart array (also called indexer or  
parameterful property).  This allows you to treat an instantiated object as if it 
were an array by using the array syntax: var[indx].  Now, to be clear, you are 

not creating an array of objects when you use indexers…for that, you would just 
use a plain vanilla array.  Indexers allow you to pass an index into the 
instantiated object to either get or set data just as you would with smart fields.  
In fact, the syntax is almost the same: 

 
public datatype this[Int32 indx] { 

  

 //Define the indexer's get method 

 get { 

  //use return(var) to send data. 

 } 

 

 //Define the indexer's set method 

 set { 

  //Can use "value" here to set data!   

 } 

 

} 
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Indexers (Smart Arrays) 

Now, let's create an example involving a car dealer's inventory.  We will then 
create an indexer to allow us to retrieve the data in a loop and display it. 
using System; 

using System.Collections; 

 

//Create a structure to hold car information 

struct sCar { 

 public String Manufacturer; 

 public String Name; 

 public Int32 NbrOfWheels; 

} 

 

class CarInventory { 

 

 ArrayList aCarInventory; 

 private Int32 iInventorySize = 0; 

  

 //Initialize the inventory list with several cars 

 public CarInventory() { 

 

  //Initialize the inventory array list  

  aCarInventory = new ArrayList(); 

 

  //Create a variable to hold an sCar structure 

  sCar aCar = new sCar(); 

 

  //Add first car to inventory 

  aCar.Manufacturer = "GM"; 

  aCar.Name="PRIZM"; 

  aCar.NbrOfWheels=4;   

  aCarInventory.Add(aCar); 

  iInventorySize++; 

   

  //Add second car to inventory 

  aCar.Manufacturer = "FORD"; 

  aCar.Name="TAURUS"; 

  aCar.NbrOfWheels=3;   

  aCarInventory.Add(aCar); 

  iInventorySize++; 

   

 } 

…continued on next slide… 
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Indexers (Smart Arrays) 
 //Create the indexer to set or get the inventory 

 public sCar this[Int32 indx] { 

   

  get { 

   //Return this car structure to requester 

   return( (sCar)aCarInventory[indx] ); 

  } 

   

  set { 

 

   //Add a new car to the inventory if indx = -1 else update 

   if (indx == -1) { 

    

    //Add new car 

    aCarInventory.Add((sCar)value); 

    iInventorySize++; 

    

   } 

   else { 

    

    //Update existing car in inventory 

    if (indx>=0 && indx<=iInventorySize) { 

     aCarInventory[indx] = (sCar)value; 

    } 

    else { 

     Console.WriteLine("Cannot update requrested vehicle!"); 

    }     

     

   } 

    

  } 

   

 } 

 

 //Create a getter method to retrieve the iInventoryLength 

 public Int32 InventorySize { 

  get { 

   return(iInventorySize); 

  } 

 } 

  

} 

…continued on next slide… 
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Indexers (Smart Arrays) 
class MainProgram { 

 

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  //Create the car inventory 

  CarInventory ci = new CarInventory(); 

   

  //Create a temporary variable to hold a car structure 

  sCar aCar = new sCar(); 

 

  //Add a new car to the inventory 

  aCar.Manufacturer="HONDA";  aCar.Name="ACCORD";  aCar.NbrOfWheels=6; 

  ci[-1] = aCar; 

 

  //Update the FORD TAURUS to have 4 wheels...silly! 

  aCar.Manufacturer="FORD";  aCar.Name="TAURUS";  aCar.NbrOfWheels=4; 

  ci[1] = (sCar)aCar; 

 

  //Update a bogus car 

  aCar.Manufacturer="XXX";  aCar.Name="YYY";  aCar.NbrOfWheels=0; 

  ci[999] = (sCar)aCar; 

   

  //Dump the inventory to the screen 

  for(Int32 indx=0;indx<ci.InventorySize;indx++) { 

 

   //Retrieve the first car in the inventory 

   aCar = ci[indx]; 

   

   Console.WriteLine("Car #{0:N0}",indx+1); 

   Console.WriteLine(aCar.Manufacturer); 

   Console.WriteLine(aCar.Name); 

   Console.WriteLine(aCar.NbrOfWheels); 

   Console.WriteLine("--------------------------------------"); 

   

  } 

   

 } 

   

} 
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Indexers (Smart Arrays) 

As you see, with indexers, not only can we add a new car to the inventory,      
we can update any car in the inventory.  And both of these were achieved using 
code like this: 

 
  //Create the car inventory 

  CarInventory ci = new CarInventory(); 

 

  //Add a new car to the inventory 

  aCar.Manufacturer="HONDA";  aCar.Name="ACCORD";  aCar.NbrOfWheels=6; 

  ci[-1] = aCar; 

 

  //Update the FORD TAURUS to have 4 wheels...silly! 

  aCar.Manufacturer="FORD";  aCar.Name="TAURUS";  aCar.NbrOfWheels=4; 

  ci[1] = (sCar)aCar; 

 

Note that ci[] above is the indexer into the car inventory.  This allows us to 

access information within the object using any array index syntax, but without 
intending to, necessarily, imply a "collection of objects". 
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Attributes 

If you've every right-clicked on an .exe or .dll file and clicked on the Details    
tab, you will see all sorts of information such as the description of the file, the 
version of the file, the trademark and copyright information, etc.  When using 
Visual Studio, a special file called AssemblyInfo.cs is created for you containing 

programmer-editable information that fills in this information.  Since we are not 
using Visual Studio yet, we can achieve this by including Attributes in our C# 
code, like this: 

 
using System; 

using System.Reflection; 

 

[assembly: AssemblyTitle("The Hello Application")] 

[assembly: AssemblyDescription("The wonderful application just says hello to the people!")] 

[assembly: AssemblyConfiguration("Retail")] 

[assembly: AssemblyCompany("SillyAppz Corporation")] 

[assembly: AssemblyProduct("Hello")] 

[assembly: AssemblyVersion("1.0.0.0")] 

[assembly: AssemblyCopyright("2011 SillyAppz Corp.")] 

[assembly: AssemblyTrademark("SillyAppz")] 

[assembly: AssemblyCulture("")] 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Hello!"); 

     

 } 

   

} 
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Attributes 

As you see, we are using the System.Reflection namespace to allow us to 

work with attributes, and we are including the relevant attributes that will show 
up on the Details tab (see image below).  Now, attributes allow us to more 
readily add compile-time and run-time information into our programs without 
having to do a lot of coding.  When you compile the code above, here is what 
you will see on the Details tab for test35.exe: 
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Attributes 

As you see in the code below, the text assembly: is used to the left of      

specific attributes: 
 

  [assembly: AssemblyTitle("The Hello Application")] 

 

This tells the C# compiler that the attribute AssemblyTitle is meant to be 

attributed to the assembly itself.  You probably guessed that attributes can also 
be attributed to classes, methods, fields, and so on. 
 

Naturally, attributes can be used for much more than just placing description and 
version information into your assemblies.  For example, you can display a dialog 
box by using the DllImport attribute as shown below: 
 

using System; 

using System.Reflection; 

using System.Runtime.InteropServices; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 [DllImport ("user32.dll")] 

 public static extern int MessageBoxA(int h,string m, string c, int type); 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  MessageBoxA(0,"Hello!","SillyAppz Corporation",0); 

     

 } 

   

} 
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Attributes 

This code allows you to display a Windows GUI message box with an OK   
button, as shown below: 

Take note that we needed to import System.Runtime.InteropServices 

namespace in order to allow us to display this dialog box.  But, you probably 
want to hold off creating dialog boxes until we start using Visual Studio…I'm just 
saying'… 

Below is a list of some of the predefined attributes available in the .NET 
Framework.  Please check the Microsoft .NET website for more predefined 
attributes. 

Also, pay particular attention to the Conditional predefined attribute below.  
We will be exploring this more later. 
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Attributes 
.NET Attribute Valid Targets Description 

AttributeUsage Class Specifies the valid usage of another attribute 

class. 

CLSCompliant All Indicates whether a program element is 

compliant with the Common Language 

Specification (CLS) 

Conditional Method Indicates that the compile can ignore any 

calls to this method if the associated string 

is defined. 

DllImport Method Specifies the DLL location that contains the 

implementation of an external method. 

MTAThread Method (Main) Indicates that the default threading model for 

an application is multi-threaded apartment 

(MTA). 

NonSerialized Field Applies to fields of a class flagged as 

Serializable, specifies that these fields 

won't be serialized. 

Obsolete All except Assembly, 

Module, Parameter, 

and Return. 

Marks an element obsolete; that is, it informs 

the user that the element will be removed in 

future versions of the product. 

ParamArray Parameter Allows a single parameter to be implicitly 

treated as a params (array) parameter. 

Serializable  System.Char 16-bit Unicode character 

STAThread Method (main) Indicates that the default threading model for 

an application is STA. 

StructLayout Class, struct Specified the nature of the data layout of a 

class or struct, such as Auto, Explicit or 

Sequential. 

ThreadStatic Field (static) Implements thread-local storage (TLS); that 

is, the given static field isn't shared across 

multiple threads and each thread has its own 

copy of the static field. 
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Attributes 

Before we talk about the CONDITIONAL attribute, let's talk about how we can 
define preprocessor variables at the command line using the C# compiler, 
csc.exe and why we would want to do that. 

 

A preprocessor variable can be used to ensure that a certain chunk of code is 
either included in the final executable or not.  This is used a lot with code that 
outputs debugging information, but that information is not absolutely needed 
when you create the final production version of your code.  To define a variable, 
you use the /define:varname switch at the csc command line to define the 

variable varname.  Note that you are not setting this variable to a "value", you 
are just telling the compiler that the variable is defined or not.  Here is an 
example that uses the preprocessor variable, BOB.  Note that when BOB is 
defined, the code outputs debugging information; otherwise, it won't. 

 
using System; 
 

class MainProgram { 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 
 

#if BOB 

 Console.WriteLine("Here is some debuggin' information!"); 

#endif 

  

 Console.WriteLine("Output additional production code information here!"); 

  

 } 
   

} 
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Attributes 

Code beginning with a pound sign is a preprocessor directive.  Let's see how the 
program changes when we compile with and without the DEFINE command line 
option. 

 
C:\temp\test>csc test37.cs 

Microsoft (R) Visual C# 2010 Compiler version 4.0.30319.1 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

 

C:\temp\test>test37 

Output additional production code information here! 

 

C:\temp\test>csc /define:BOB test37.cs 

Microsoft (R) Visual C# 2010 Compiler version 4.0.30319.1 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

 

C:\temp\test>test37 

Here is some debuggin' information! 

Output additional production code information here! 

 

As you see, when we add /define:BOB to the csc.exe command line, we are 
telling the preprocessor that BOB is defined.  The resulting output includes the 

"debugging" information as well as any normal output. 

 

Now, this concept occurs so often, that the creators of C# have included a 
CONDITIONAL attribute that we can use in a similar fashion.  Unlike the code 
above, this CONDITIONAL attribute is only allowed on a method.  But, if the 
variable is not defined using /DEFINE, the call to that method will be ignored! 
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Attributes 

Here is an example: 
 

using System; 

using System.Diagnostics; 

 

class MyClass { 

 

 [Conditional("DEBUG")] 

 public void DebugInfo() { 

  Console.WriteLine("Here is some debugging information!!"); 

 } 

 

 public void NormalInfo() { 

  Console.WriteLine("Here is some normal information!!"); 

 } 

   

} 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  MyClass mc = new MyClass(); 

   

  //Call debugging information 

  mc.DebugInfo(); //This is called ONLY when DEBUG is defined!! 

  mc.NormalInfo(); 

    

 } 

   

} 
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Attributes 

As you see above, we placed the Conditional attribute above the method 
DebugInfo in MyClass.  Here is what happens if we do not define and then do 
define the preprocessor variable DEBUG: 

 
C:\temp\test>csc test38.cs 

Microsoft (R) Visual C# 2010 Compiler version 4.0.30319.1 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

 

C:\temp\test>test38 

Here is some normal information!! 

 

C:\temp\test>csc /define:DEBUG test38.cs 

Microsoft (R) Visual C# 2010 Compiler version 4.0.30319.1 

Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

 

 

C:\temp\test>test38 

Here is some debugging information!! 

Here is some normal information!! 

 

Now, as you might well imagine, you can create your own attributes and use 
them in your own code.  We won't outline how to do that, so please see 
Microsoft's website for more. 
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Interfaces 

As mentioned earlier, C# does not allow for multiple inheritance.  That is, C# 
classes can only derive from a single class.  Recall that all classes ultimately 
derive from the System.Object class, but this does not count as part of the 

single class limit. 
 

For example, you could create a class that contains methods that act on strings 
and another class that contains method that act on numbers.  You cannot create 
a third class, called MathClass, that derives from both of these classes.  That is, 

the following code is not valid in C#: 
 

class MathClass: StringClass, NumberClass { …  //NOT VALID CODE IN C# 

 

Now, C# allows you to define an interface which is a set of method "signatures".  
By signatures, we mean that you do not, in fact, create the code within the 
method, but just define the method name, parameters, return type, etc.   This is 
similar to function prototypes in C.  Richter refers to an interface as "…a scaled-
down mechanism to achieve multiple inheritance.".  That is, a class can inherit 
from one or more interfaces (as well as a single base class, if needed).  The 
class that inherits from an interface is responsible for defining the methods 
within that interface.   
 

Some authors state that an interface is a "contract between two pieces of code".  
That is, once a class inherits from an interface, that class is guaranteed to 
implement the methods of the interface (i.e., the program won't compile 
otherwise).  Other authors say that "Coding to an interface, rather than an 
implementation, makes your software easier to extend." 
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Interfaces 

Still other authors say that an interface describes behavioral characteristics       
or abilities that can be applied to classes regardless of the class hierarchy.  They 
say that classes are responsible for actions.   
 

According to Microsoft's website: 
 

Interfaces describe a group of related functionalities that can belong to any class or struct.  Interfaces 
consist of methods, properties, events, indexers, or any combination of those four member types. An 
interface cannot contain constants, fields, operators, instance constructors, destructors, or types. It cannot 
contain static members. Interfaces members are automatically public, and they cannot include any access 
modifiers. 

 

When a class or struct implements an interface, the class or struct provides an implementation for all of the 
members defined by the interface. The interface itself provides no functionality that a class or struct can 
inherit in the way that base class functionality can be inherited. However, if a base class implements an 
interface, the derived class inherits that implementation. The derived class is said to implement the 
interface implicitly. 

 

Classes and structs implement interfaces in a manner similar to how classes inherit a base class or struct, 
with two exceptions:  

 

 A class or struct can implement more than one interface. 

When a class or struct implements an interface, it receives only the method names and signatures, 
because the interface itself contains no implementations. 

 

Now, don't think that interfaces are only for crazy-haired college professor types 
because Microsoft uses it quite a lot in their own .NET Framework!  For example, 
if I get around to adding this functionality to my address cleaning program, I'll 
most likely add a method which compares two addresses and determines if they 
are equal or not.   
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Interfaces 

One way to do this is to just create an Equals method in the address cleaning 

class.  And that's fine if my address cleaning class is an island unto itself.  In 
reality, it will most likely need to use other classes within the .NET Framework.  
For example, if I decide to use generic collection objects such as a dictionary, 
list, linked list, etc., to hold an array of my instantiated objects, the Equals 

method will allow me to compare these objects for sorting, or other methods 
that require an equality test.  We will discuss this more in the section on 
Collections later on in the presentation. 
 

Here is an example that implements an interface that contains one method: 
Equals.  This method returns true if the gender is male, false otherwise.  Note 

that in this example we are using a Dictionary which is like an Array but contains 
both a name and a value pair.  Below, the name of the person will be placed in 
the name slot of the Dictionary, whereas the gender will be placed in the value 
slot. 
 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

 

 //Interface for Gender assignment 

interface IGender { 

  

 bool Gender(String pName); 

  

} 

…continued on next slide…   
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Interfaces 
class MyClass : IGender { 

 

 private Dictionary<String,String> dNamesGenders; 

  

 public MyClass() { 

  

  dNamesGenders = new Dictionary<String,String>(); 

 

 } 

 

 //Create a method to add a person to the dictionary  

 public void AddPerson(String pName,String pGender) { 

 

  dNamesGenders.Add(pName,pGender); 

   

 } 

  

 public bool Gender(String pName) { 

  

  String sGender; 

  

  //Lookup gender in dictionary 

  sGender = dNamesGenders[pName]; 

   

  if (sGender == "Male") { 

   return(true); 

  } 

 

  return(false); 

   

 } 

  

} 

…continued on next slide… 
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Interfaces 
class MainProgram { 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

 //Instantiate the class. 

 MyClass mc = new MyClass(); 

 

 //Add people to the dictionary. 

 mc.AddPerson("Bob Smith","Male"); 

 mc.AddPerson("Wilma Smith","Female"); 

 mc.AddPerson("Sam Smith","Male"); 

 

 //Get the genders back 

 Console.WriteLine("Bob Smith is Male? {0}.",mc.Gender("Bob Smith")); 

 Console.WriteLine("Wilma Smith is Male? {0}.",mc.Gender("Wilma Smith")); 

 

 } 

 

}  

 

You'll notice that the Dictionary data type is followed by <String,String>.  
This indicates that we are using the "generic" version of Dictionary.  We talk 

more about Generics later on in the presentation.  Suffice it to say that the name 
slot and the value slot of the dictionary are set to be String data types.  The 

output is as follows: 
 

Bob Smith is Male? True. 

Wilma Smith is Male? False. 
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Generics 

 While programming methods which perform certain computations, you've   
probably noticed that you, as the programmer of the algorithm, are constrained 
to the data types your algorithm uses.  That is, if you create a sorting algorithm, 
your algorithm will work on either numbers or strings, but not both.  But, as we 
all know, we occasionally have to sort numbers and occasionally have to sort 
strings.   
 

This is where generics comes in.  Generics allows you to create an algorithm that 
accepts whatever data type the user needs whether that's numbers or strings or 
objects, etc.  In other words, your algorithm is generic…get it?  In other other 
words, generics is the answer to the question, Why can't I just create a single 
method that works on different datatypes?  Generics also prevents you from 
making the mistake of making everything an Object. 
 

We've already seen this in action in the last section when we created a 
Dictionary object using this code: 
 

  private Dictionary<String,String> dNamesGenders; 

 

Notice the less-than (<) and greater-than (>) symbols.  These are used in 
generics to indicate the data type(s) that you desire.  In this case, we want the 
name slot of our dictionary to hold strings as well as the value slot.  There is 
nothing wrong with wanting the name portion to be an integer and the value 
portion to be a Boolean: 
 

  private Dictionary<Int32,Boolean> dStuff; 
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Generics 

 Now, if you peruse Microsoft's .NET Framework website, you will notice that 
there are generic methods all over the place.  One useful namespace that 
contains a lot of generics is the System.Collections.Generic namespace.  For 
example, Dictionary<Tkey, Tvalue>, LinkedList<T>, List<T>, etc.  The letter 
T represents any type and you read List<T> as "List of T".  The "T" is replaced 
by the desired data type: List<Int32>.  You do not leave the T in the definition.     
 

Now, you can create your own generic methods.  Here is a cheap example, but I 
think you'll get the idea: 
 

using System; 

using System.Collections; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

 

class MyClass { 

 

 //Print out generic stuff 

 public static void PrintIt<T>(T pData) { 

 

  Console.WriteLine(pData.ToString()); 

   

 } 

   

} 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  //Print out stuff 

  MyClass.PrintIt<Double>(3.1415D); 

  MyClass.PrintIt<String>("Now is the time..."); 

  MyClass.PrintIt(1234); 

   

 } 

 

}  
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 You'll notice that we do not define a data type using <> in the last example.  
This is because C# will determine the data type for you, but if you want to avoid 
any possibility of ambiguity, use <>.  You can also use Generics on classes and 
you can use the T within your code to make your class more…uh…generic.   
Here's an example: 
using System; 

using System.Collections; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

 

class MyClass<T> { 

 

 private T tData; 

 

 public MyClass(T pData) { 

  tData = pData; 

 } 

  

 //Print out generic stuff 

 public void PrintIt() { 

   

  Console.WriteLine(tData.ToString()); 

   

 } 

   

} 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  MyClass<Int32> mc1 = new MyClass<Int32>(123); 

  mc1.PrintIt(); 

   

  MyClass<String> mc2 = new MyClass<String>("ABC"); 

  mc2.PrintIt(); 

 

 } 

 

}  
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 Microsoft recommends that programmers use the generic versions of    
collections rather than the non-generic versions.  So there! 

 

Be aware that when you are coding using Generics, your code has to be able to 
run using any type that exists now or into the future, so be careful when using 
generics.  You can limit the types used by your generic classes by using 
constraints.  For example, the class MyClass limits the data types T to those that 
inherit the interface IComparable<T>: 

 
  public class MyClass<T> where T : IComparable<T> { … 

 

You can do a similar thing for classes instead of interfaces. 
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 Instead of talking about ArrayList and other collection types here, I will      
defer that discussion to the System.Collections specific presentation.  Here I 
want to discuss the IEnumerable and IEnumerator interfaces which allow you to 
enumerate your objects using the foreach construct as well as others things. 
 

Note that the IEnumerable and IEnumerator interfaces are included in the 
System.Collections namespace. 
 

Let's take a look at the IEnumerable interface: 
 

public interface IEnumerable { 

 IEnumerator GetEnumerator(); 

} 

 

Note that any class you create whose objects you want enumerated must have 
the IEnumerable interface added to it. 
 

Note that this interface, IEnumerable, requires a method GetEnumerator() 
which returns the IEnumerator interface which gives access to additional 

methods used to enumerate the objects.  At this point, this enumerator has to 
implement the IEnumerator interface, which looks like this: 
 

public interface IEnumerator { 

 Boolean MoveNext(); 

 Object Current() {get;} 

 void Reset(); 

} 

 

 MoveNext() returns a Boolean indicating that there is (true) or is not (false) 

additional objects to be enumerated. 
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 Current() returns the current object in the line-up of enumerated objects. 

 Reset() resets the index back to -1 indicating that there are no objects to be 

enumerated and serves as an initialization of this process.   
 

Now, some authors recommend that you create one class which implements the 
IEnumerable interface and another separate class which implements to 
IEnumerator interface.  The separate IEnumerator class can be contained within 
your class (the one you've specified that implements the IEnumerable 

interface).  With that said, you can implement both interfaces on your class as 
well and forget about the additional class.  Here is an example of this: 
 

using System; 

using System.Collections; 

 

class MyClass : IEnumerator,IEnumerable { 

 

 private Int32 indx; 

  

 //Create an ArrayList to hold database server names. 

 ArrayList aDatabases = new ArrayList(); 

  

 public MyClass() { 

   

  //Add database server names to array list. 

  aDatabases.Add("SISCO"); 

  aDatabases.Add("PICARD"); 

  aDatabases.Add("KIRK"); 

  aDatabases.Add("JANEWAY"); 

   

  Reset(); 

   

 } 

…continued on next slide… 
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 //Create the GetEnumerator() method   

 public IEnumerator GetEnumerator() { 

  

  //We're cheating here...ArrayList already implements the GetEnumerator method. 

  return aDatabases.GetEnumerator(); 

  //Reset(); //Uncomment these two lines if you are creating your own IEnumerator 

  //return(this); 

   

 } 

 

 //Create the Reset() method  

 public void Reset() {  

  indx = -1;  

 } 

 

 //Create the MoveNext() method. 

 public Boolean MoveNext() { 

 

  //True if our indx is less than the number of elements in our ArrayList aDatabases.  

  return(++indx < aDatabases.Count); 

 

 } 

  

…continued on next slide… 
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//Create the Current property. 

 public Object Current { 

 

  get { 

   

   if (-1 == indx) { 

    Console.WriteLine("Use MoveNext() first before using Current()!"); 

    return(null); 

   } 

   else { 

    return(aDatabases[indx]); 

   } 

 

  } 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning of Main Program!"); 

 

  //Create object from MyClass 

  MyClass oMC = new MyClass(); 

 

  //Printout the database servers using a foreach construct 

  foreach(String sDB in oMC) { 

   Console.WriteLine("Database Server={0}",sDB); 

  } 

 

  …continued on next slide… 
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  //Printout the database servesr using a while loop 

  IEnumerator e = oMC.GetEnumerator(); 

  while (e.MoveNext()) { 

   String sDB = (String)e.Current; 

   Console.WriteLine("Database Server={0}",sDB); 

  } 

   

  Console.WriteLine("End of Main Program!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Now, we cheated somewhat in this example because ArrayList actually has the 
GetEnumerator() method since the ArrayList class itself implements 
Ienumerable (which means you can use foreach on it)  If you do not have that 
luxury, your GetEnumerator() method should return a new enumerator class: 
 

pubic IEnumerator GetEnumerator() { 

  return new MyEnumeratorClass(…); 

} 

 

where MyEnumeratorClass() is the class that implements IEnumerator and 

contains the three associated methods. 
 

Please be careful with Current: it is a property and NOT a method!  Do not 
make the mistake of using parentheses with it.  This code is wrong: Current(). 
 

Note that one author recommends always using System.Collections.Generic 
instead of System.Collections.   
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 Reflection allows you to examine the information within the your executing 
program.  Information about types, objects, etc. can be retrieved at runtime for 
use within your code.  Reflection is available in the System.Reflection 

namespace. 

 

Reflection also allows you to emit C# code on-the-fly to be run within your 
executing program.  This is available in the System.Reflection.Emit 

namespace.  Note that this isn't as easy as it sounds! 

 

There is a lot more you can do with reflection than what I show here, so please 
see Microsoft's website for more on the System.Reflection and 
System.Reflection.Emit namespaces. 

 

As an example, here is a program that lists the types that appear in one of our 
compiled programs (see the code starting on Slide #50 in this presentation).  
See next slide for the code. 
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 using System; 

using System.Reflection; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning of Main Program!"); 

 

  //Load assembly information from one of our examples. 

  Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFrom(@"C:\temp\test\test45.exe"); 

   

  //Enumerate the types in that assembly 

  Type[] types = assembly.GetTypes(); 

  foreach(Type type in types) { 

    

   Console.WriteLine("\nType: {0}",type); 

   foreach(MemberInfo member in type.GetMembers()) { 

    Console.WriteLine("\tMember: {0}",member); 

   }   

   

  } 

   

  Console.WriteLine("End of Main Program!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

See next slide for output. 
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Type: eWineTypeEnum 

        Member: Boolean Equals(System.Object) 

        Member: Int32 GetHashCode() 

        Member: System.String ToString() 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.String, System.IFormatProvider) 

        Member: Int32 CompareTo(System.Object) 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.String) 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.IFormatProvider) 

        Member: Boolean HasFlag(System.Enum) 

        Member: System.TypeCode GetTypeCode() 

        Member: System.Type GetType() 

        Member: Int32 value__ 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum Bordeaux 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum Beaujolais 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum Soave 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum Riesling 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum Dolcetto 

 

Type: eWineColorEnum 

        Member: Boolean Equals(System.Object) 

        Member: Int32 GetHashCode() 

        Member: System.String ToString() 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.String, System.IFormatProvider) 

        Member: Int32 CompareTo(System.Object) 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.String) 

        Member: System.String ToString(System.IFormatProvider) 

        Member: Boolean HasFlag(System.Enum) 

        Member: System.TypeCode GetTypeCode() 

        Member: System.Type GetType() 

        Member: Int32 value__ 

        Member: eWineColorEnum Red 

        Member: eWineColorEnum White 

        Member: eWineColorEnum Rose 

        Member: eWineColorEnum Blush 

…continued on next slide… 
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Type: sWine 

        Member: Boolean Equals(System.Object) 

        Member: Int32 GetHashCode() 

        Member: System.String ToString() 

        Member: System.Type GetType() 

        Member: System.String sName 

        Member: eWineTypeEnum eType 

        Member: eWineColorEnum eColor 

        Member: Int32 iBottleSize 

 

Type: dFilterFunctionDelegate 

        Member: Boolean Invoke(sWine) 

        Member: System.IAsyncResult BeginInvoke(sWine, System.AsyncCallback, System.Object) 

        Member: Boolean EndInvoke(System.IAsyncResult) 

        Member: Void GetObjectData(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,  

                                                                  System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext) 

        Member: Boolean Equals(System.Object) 

        Member: System.Delegate[] GetInvocationList() 

        Member: Int32 GetHashCode() 

        Member: System.Object DynamicInvoke(System.Object[]) 

        Member: System.Reflection.MethodInfo get_Method() 

        Member: System.Object get_Target() 

        Member: System.Object Clone() 

        Member: System.String ToString() 

        Member: System.Type GetType() 

        Member: Void .ctor(System.Object, IntPtr) 

        Member: System.Reflection.MethodInfo Method 

        Member: System.Object Target 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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Type: MainProgram 

        Member: System.Collections.ArrayList WineList(System.Collections.ArrayList, dFilterFunctionDelegate) 

        Member: Boolean WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION(sWine) 

        Member: Void Main() 

        Member: System.String ToString() 

        Member: Boolean Equals(System.Object) 

        Member: Int32 GetHashCode() 

        Member: System.Type GetType() 

        Member: Void .ctor() 

 

Now, note that we used the LoadFrom() method to load in an assembly at run-

time.  This does not mean that we are executing the code in that assembly (see 
the Invoke() method, though, to do that). 

 

Now, you can use the System.Reflection.Emit namespace to create classes, 
methods, etc. dynamically.  This seems to involve using the Emit() method along 

with the Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL or IL) opcodes.  I was hoping you 
could just create C# code as a string and then execute it.  I'll come back to this 
section if I find out how to do that…opcodes…sheesh…I mean, really!! 
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 In non-.NET Languages like C/C++, the programmer is responsible for the 
destruction of objects that take up memory (which is pretty much everything).  
This can be a tedious programming task and, if ignored, can lead to out-of-
memory conditions for the program.  The .NET Framework's Common Language 
Runtime (CLR) has a built-in garbage collector that is used to automatically 
destroy objects in memory that are no longer needed in a process called 
Automatic Memory Management (Richter has beautiful chapter about it in his 
book!).  When you create objects in your program, they are allocated from the 
managed heap.  (I thought that only ref types were allocated to the managed 
heap and value types were off of the thread's stack…I must check this!!)   

 

The garbage collector in the CLR is also termed a generational garbage collector 
because newly constructed objects added to the managed heap are termed 
Generation 0.  After the garbage collector performs its task, those objects still 
remaining alive in Generation 0 are promoted to Generation 1.  Again, after the 
garbage collector performs its task, those object still alive are termed Generation 
2.  Note that the concept of a generational garbage collector is that newly 
created objects are most likely around for a very short period of time whereas 
objects that have been around for a while will most likely stay around.  For 
example, the variables in a method will be around only for the short duration of 
that method, but your classes will probably stay around for quite a while. 

 

Although the programmer is no longer responsible for destroying objects, you 
can force a garbage collection by using the GC.Collect() method of the GC class 
in the System namespace.  There are two ways to call this method: 
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 1. GC.Collect() – causes all of the generations to be garbage collected. 

2. GC.Collect(Int32 Generation) – causes a specific generation, provided in 

the parameter, to be collected. 

 

Now, when you create your own classes, recall that you create a constructor 
used to initialize the class to some pre-determined state.  There is the concept of 
a finalizer (or destructor, in C++ terminology) which allows you to destroy 
objects before the class is garbage collected.  The finalizer can be used to close 
open files before a garbage collection, for example.   

 

To create a finalizer within your class, you place a tilde (~) before the name of 
the class.  Recall that to create a constructor, you just use the name of the class.  
For example: 

 
class MyClass { 

 

 public MyClass() { 

  //constructor…do some initialization here! 

 } 

  

 ~MyClass() { 

  //finalizer…do some finalization here! 

 } 

  

} 
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 Now, some programmers use the following construct in their programs to force 
garbage collections: 

 
GC.Collect(); 

GC.WaitForPendingFinalizers(); 

GC.Collect(); 

 

According to Microsoft's website, the GC.WaitForPendingFinalizers() method: 
 

Suspends the current thread until the thread that is processing the queue of finalizers has emptied that 
queue. 

 

When the garbage collector finds objects that can be reclaimed, it checks each object to determine the 
object's finalization requirements. If an object implements a finalizer and has not disabled finalization by 
calling SuppressFinalize, the object is placed in a list of objects that are marked as ready for finalization. 

The garbage collector calls the Finalize methods for the objects in this list and removes the entries from the 
list. This method blocks until all finalizers have run to completion. 

 

The thread on which finalizers are run is unspecified, so there is no guarantee that this method will 
terminate. However, this thread can be interrupted by another thread while the 
WaitForPendingFinalizers method is in progress. For example, you can start another thread that waits 

for a period of time and then interrupts this thread if this thread is still suspended. 

 

Now, the problem with a finalizer is that there is no guarantee of when it will be 
called.  Since a finalizer is not a public method, it cannot be called by the 
programmer at will.  One way around this is to implement the IDisposable 
interface on your class and then code the contractually required Dispose() 

method of the interface. 
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 Here is what that interface looks like: 

 
public interface IDisposable { 

 void Dispose(Boolean disposing); 

} 

 

You have to be careful with the Dispose() method.  If you forcibly call this 

method from somewhere in your code, the finalizer will then not be called.  On 
the other hand, if you do not forcibly call this method, then the finalizer will be 
called.  Here is an example:   
 

using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MyClass : IDisposable { 

 

 private StreamWriter oSW; 

  

 public MyClass() { 

  Console.WriteLine("In Constructor!!"); 

  //open up a file for write 

  FileStream oFS = new FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\mydata.txt",FileMode.Create); 

  oSW = new StreamWriter(oFS); 

 } 

 

 ~MyClass() { 

  Console.WriteLine("In Finalize!!"); 

  //do some finalization here...just call private Dispose 

  Dispose(false); 

 } 
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  public void WriteData(String sData) { 

  Console.WriteLine("In WriteData!!"); 

  //write data to open file 

  oSW.WriteLine(sData); 

 } 

 

 public void Dispose() { 

  Console.WriteLine("In Dispose Interface Method!!"); 

  Dispose(true); 

  GC.SuppressFinalize(this); //prevents finalize from being called 

 } 

  

 private void Dispose(Boolean disposing) { 

  Console.WriteLine("In Dispose Private Method!!"); 

   

  if (disposing) { 

   oSW.Close(); 

  } 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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 class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning of Main Program!"); 

 

  //Create object from MyClass 

  MyClass oMC = new MyClass(); 

   

  //Write data for the stream 

  oMC.WriteData("Now is the time for all good men to come to the aide of their country!"); 

   

  //Force a dispose...comment this line out and see what happens! 

  oMC.Dispose(); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("End of Main Program!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Here are the results of this run: 
 

C:\temp\test>test61 

Beginning of Main Program! 

In Constructor!! 

In WriteData!! 

In Dispose Interface Method!! 

In Dispose Private Method!! 

End of Main Program! 

 

Now, if you comment out the code in red above, you will not be forcing a 
dispose, here are the results now: 
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 C:\temp\test>test61 

Beginning of Main Program! 

In Constructor!! 

In WriteData!! 

End of Main Program! 

In Finalize!! 

In Dispose Private Method!! 

 

Now, in the code above you will see that I am trying to close the stream before 
the program ends.  Code such as the following… 

 
FileStream oFS = new FileStream(…); 

try { 

 oFS.Write(…); 

} 

finally { 

 if (oFS != null)  

   oFS.Dispose(); 

} 

 

…can be replaced by the following code… 

 
using (FileStream oFS = new FileStream(…)) { 

 oFS.Write(…); 

} 
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This is a story about Bob, a programmer with programming-related problems. 
 

Bob works for Massif Corp., a large multi-national, multi-billion dollar 
corporation, as a programmer.  Bob has just finished coding a Windows GUI 
application (in C#, of course) to allow Massif's Production Control Department to 
control one or more of its approximately 10,000 daily/weekly/monthly 
production jobs that must run in order to keep Massif in business and on top.   
 

Now, on one of the tabs in the application, there is a listbox containing all 
10,000 jobs along with three columns: job identification number, job name and 
job frequency (Daily, Weekly, Monthly, etc.).  Occasionally, the Production 
Control specialist needs to sort this listbox by one of those three columns.  
Sadly, while sorting this listbox, Bob's application completely freezes until the 
sorting has completed.  (In computer terms, this is called blocking.  In user 
terms, this is called, "Bloody program!")  As you can well imagine, sorting a list 
of 10,000 items containing lots of numbers and text can take a while, and the 
Production Control specialist is very understanding, but it interferes with his 
submitting additional jobs to the queue. 
 

Speaking about submitting to the queue:  when the Production Control specialist  
submits a job to the queue, there is no way to know when a job has completed.  
That is, a job is submitted to run, but there is no indication that the job has 
finished.  And, worst of all, the Production Control specialist can't exit out of the 
application when leaving for the day even knowing that all the submitted jobs 
have completed (by telephoning the database administrator to ask if the SQL job 
has ended…how barbaric!). 
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Clearly, Bob's program needs to be tweaked a bit.   

 

For the first problem, Bob's listbox is blocking the application from being used 
until the sort has completed.  This is because the sorting is being done 
synchronously with the rest of the application.  That is, when the application is 
asked to sort the listbox, the code goes right into the sorting routine and doesn't 
come out of the sorting routine until it has finished.  One way around this is to 
make the sorting routine asynchronous to the application.  One way to do this is 
to force the sort routine into a separate unit of execution called a thread.  A 
thread runs asynchronously to your application, and allows your application to 
continue to respond to button clicks, tab clicks, etc.  In C#, you can tell your 
program to run a particular method (a sorting routine, for example) within a 
thread asynchronously from the main program.   

 

Now, running our sorting routine in a separate thread prevents our application 
from blocking.  And this is great….or so it would be except that we are given no 
indication when the sorting routine finishes.  So, imagine that we requested our 
listbox to sort by job name, the sort starts in its own thread, and we click to 
another tab forgetting that we asked for the sort to occur.  It would be nice to be 
notified that the sort has completed.  Now, consider the second problem we 
mentioned on the previous slide: we'd like to be notified that our job has 
completed.  This is very similar to being notified that our sort has completed.  
One way to do this is to create a separate method that is called when the sort 
(or job) has completed.  This method is called a callback method. 
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Now, the .NET Framework exposes callback methods through the use of C# 
constructs called delegates. A delegate is a type-safe function pointer similar to 
function points in C/C++.  (Delegates as function pointers serve other purposes 
than those mentioned in this section and I will explain more in the Delegates 
section.) 

 

Now, another method that Bob could employ to indicate when a job has 
completed is by using events.  If you've done any Windows GUI programming at 
all (such as with Visual Basic or Visual Basic for Applications), you have most 
likely created a button and captured the click event of the button.  In fact, this 
use of events in C# is still used for button clicks (as well as a variety of other 
events) within GUI applications.  But, .NET Framework events go even further: 
you can have one or more classes subscribe to your event and once the event 
occurs, all of the subscribers of the event are notified.  This is called the 
Publish/Subscribe Design Pattern.  You probably won't be surprised that events, 
just like callback methods, make use of delegates to perform their magic. 

 

If you've ever played the XBOX 360 game Modern Warfare 2, you've probably 
noticed that whenever you hurl a grenade, the program-controlled characters 
around you tend to run away from the grenade when it hits the ground.  This 
probably occurs because each program-controlled character has subscribed to 
the GrenadeHasBeenThrown event.  Once an event occurs, all of the subscribers 

of that event are notified.  This means that each program-controlled character is 
notified that a grenade has been thrown and the character's own logic can decide 
what to do: whether to run away, or just take it like a man. 
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Interlude: A Short Story Involving Delegates, Events and Threading 

So, to summarize: 

 

 A delegate is a type-safe function pointer allowing the .NET Framework to 
expose callback methods as well as events. 

 A published event allows any subscribers of that event to be notified once the 
event has occurred.  This is called the Publish/Subscribe Design Pattern.  You 
can also use events to control GUI controls like Buttons, TextBoxes, ListBoxes, 
etc. 

 A program performing one task after the next in succession is acting 
synchronously.  A program performing several tasks at once using threads is 
acting asynchronously. 

 A thread is a separate unit of program execution.   

 

We will explain more about delegates, events, multithreading as well as parallel 
programming in the next few sections. 

 

Be aware that each one of these topics is huge on their own and the treatments 
below definitely do not cover ALL of the aspects of these wonderful features.  
Please see the references section for recommended books, or you can visit 
Microsoft's MSDN website. 
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As mentioned in the Interlude, a delegate is a type-safe function pointer.  
(According to Richter, "The CLR can verify that all of your code is type-safe.  
Type safety ensures that allocated objects are always accessed in compatible 
ways.  Hence, if a method input parameter is declared as accepting a 4-byte 
value, the CLR will detect and trap attempts to access the parameter as an 8-
byte value."  This is not the case when using function pointers in C/C++.) 

 

As I mentioned in the last section, Interlude, delegates are used frequently with 
callback methods as well as events.  But, that's not their only use.  Delegates 
can be used to simplify calls for methods when creating interpreters such as 
Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) calculators.  (Recall that RPN takes the symbols 
for adding two numbers, say 1 + 2, and puts them in postfix order, 1 2 +.  It's 

easier to create an RPN interpreter because you hold the two numbers in 
memory, then once you see the symbol, a plus-sign in this case, you then take 
the necessary action, addition in this case.)  Delegates can be used to simplify 
this type of code by allowing your program to decide, at run-time, what function 
to call.  There is one caveat in this case: all of the methods that are referred to 
by the delegate must have the same signature; that is, the same parameters 
and return type.  For our four methods, two numeric parameters are required 
and one numeric return type is returned.  The same for multiplication and 
division.  On the next slide, I show an example of a very simple RPN calculator 
that performs only the following: op1 op2 operator, where operator is +, -, * 

or /. 
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using System; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 //Create the delegate to be used as a function pointer 

 private delegate Double dOperator(Double pOp1,Double pOp2); 

  

 //Create an Add Method 

 public static Double Add(Double pOp1,Double pOp2) { 

  return(pOp1 + pOp2); 

 } 

  

 //Create a Sub Method 

 public static Double Sub(Double pOp1,Double pOp2) { 

  return(pOp1 - pOp2); 

 } 

 

 //Create a Mult Method 

 public static Double Mult(Double pOp1,Double pOp2) { 

  return(pOp1 * pOp2); 

 } 

 

 //Create a Div Method 

 public static Double Div(Double pOp1,Double pOp2) { 

  if (pOp2 != 0) { 

   return(pOp1 / pOp2); 

  } 

  else { 

   return(0); 

  } 

   

 } 

…continued on next slide… 
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 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  String sExpr; 

  String sOp1,sOp2,sOper; 

  Double dOp1,dOp2,dResult; 

 

  dResult = 0; 

   

  //Read in the RPN expression 

  Console.WriteLine("Enter in your RPN computation in the form op1 operator op2 below then hit the Enter key:"); 

  sExpr = Console.ReadLine(); 

  Console.WriteLine(sExpr); 

 

  //Split up the expression into sOp1, sOp2, sOper 

  String[] sWords = sExpr.Split(new Char[] {' '}); 

  sOp1 = sWords[0]; 

  dOp1 = Convert.ToDouble(sOp1); 

  sOp2 = sWords[1]; 

  dOp2 = Convert.ToDouble(sOp2); 

  sOper = sWords[2]; 

 

  //Create the delegate 

  dOperator dOper = new dOperator(Add); 

   

  //Perform the computation 

  switch (sOper)  

  { 

   

   case "+": 

    dOper = Add; 

    dResult = dOper(dOp1,dOp2); 

   break; 

    

…continued on next slide… 
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 case "-": 

    dOper = Sub; 

    dResult = dOper(dOp1,dOp2); 

   break; 

    

   case "*": 

    dOper = Mult; 

    dResult = dOper(dOp1,dOp2); 

   break; 

    

   case "/": 

    dOper = Div; 

    dResult = dOper(dOp1,dOp2); 

   break; 

    

   default: 

    Console.WriteLine("Operator not found!"); 

   break; 

    

  } 

  

  Console.WriteLine("{0}{1}{2}={3}",sOp1,sOper,sOp2,dResult.ToString()); 

   

 } 

 

}  

 

As you can see, we define a delegate using the following code: 
 

   private delegate Double dOperator(Double pOp1,Double pOp2); 

 

Note that the signature of this delegate MUST match the signature of ALL of the 
methods that the delegate will be set to.  Here my Add, Sub, Mult and Div methods 

all have the same signature and that signature matches that of the delegate. 
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Note that later on in the code, I actually initialize the delegate: 
 

  dOperator dOper = new dOperator(Add); 

 

Here, I create a variable dOper that is a delegate and it is, at least initially, set to 
point to the Add method.  Later on in the switch statement, I change that as needed: 
 

   case "+": 

    dOper = Add; 

    dResult = dOper(dOp1,dOp2); 

   break; 

 

Above, if the RPN expression uses a plus-sign, the variable dOper is set to point to 
the Add method, and then I can use the delegate, dOper, to call the method. 
 

Now, the example above doesn't really display the idea of a "callback function" in 
terms of calling something back.  The example just shows that you can associate a 
delegate with a function and then execute the function by calling the delegate.  This 
seems more like a function pointer rather than a callback function.  (In fact, they are 
the same thing, but I'm speaking more semantically.  The example above doesn't call 
anything back.)  The next example shows you what I like to term a callback function.  
In the example below, you have a list of wines (name, color (red, white, etc.), type 
(bordeaux, beaujolie, etc.) and size in milliliters).  I create a method that is used to 
return a subset of wines that have been filtered (ha-ha!) so that only the white wines 
will be returned.  But, instead of coding the filter within the method, I provide a 
callback method that performs the filtering.  The callback method is passed as the 
second parameter to the subsetting method.  This allows you to create any type of 
filtering you want and just pass it as the second parameter to the subsetting method. 
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using System; 

using System.Collections; 

 

//Initialize the Wine type and color enumerators 

public enum eWineTypeEnum {Bordeaux=1, Beaujolais=2, Soave=3, Riesling=4, Dolcetto=5}; 

public enum eWineColorEnum {Red=1, White=2, Rose=3, Blush=4}; 

 

//Create a structure to hold a bottle of wine 

public struct sWine { 

 

 public String sName; //name of the wine 

 public eWineTypeEnum eType; //Bordeaux, Beaujolais, etc. 

 public eWineColorEnum eColor; //color of the wine as the enum eWineColorEnum 

 public Int32 iBottleSize; //fluid milliliters. 

  

} 

 

//Create the delegate to be used as a function pointer 

public delegate Boolean dFilterFunctionDelegate(sWine pWine); 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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class MainProgram { 

  

 //This is a generic function to return an appropriate list of wines based on the  

 //filter function.  The filter function is actually a delegate to the function  

 //WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION below.  Note that any function can be used in the  

 //place of the FILTER_FUNCTION parameter below as long as the signature is the 

 //same as the delegate (accepts an sWine structure as a parameter and returns Boolean). 

 public static ArrayList WineList(ArrayList paWineList,dFilterFunctionDelegate dFilter) { 

 

  ArrayList aWinesFiltered = new ArrayList(); 

   

  //For each wine in the arraylist, call the filter callback function to subset the data. 

  foreach (sWine sw in paWineList)  { 

   

   if ( dFilter(sw) ) { 

    aWinesFiltered.Add(sw); 

   } 

    

  } 

   

  return(aWinesFiltered); 

   

 } 

 

 …continued on next slide… 
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 //Here is our filter function.  It returns true if the wine is a WHITE wine. 

 public static Boolean WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION(sWine pWine) { 

 

  if (pWine.eColor == eWineColorEnum.White) { 

   return(true); 

  } 

  else { 

   return(false); 

  } 

   

 } 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  //Initialize the wine list as an array of sWine structures. 

  ArrayList aWineList = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList aWineListFiltered = new ArrayList(); 

   

  //Create a variable to hold a structure sWine. 

  sWine sWineBottle = new sWine(); 

   

  //Add wines to the list. 

  sWineBottle.sName = "Soave Classico";  sWineBottle.eType = eWineTypeEnum.Soave;  sWineBottle.eColor = 

eWineColorEnum.White;  sWineBottle.iBottleSize = 750;   

  aWineList.Add(sWineBottle); 

  sWineBottle.sName = "Riesling Spatlese";  sWineBottle.eType = eWineTypeEnum.Riesling;  sWineBottle.eColor = 

eWineColorEnum.White;  sWineBottle.iBottleSize = 750;   

  aWineList.Add(sWineBottle); 

  sWineBottle.sName = "Dolcetto d'Alba";  sWineBottle.eType = eWineTypeEnum.Dolcetto;  sWineBottle.eColor = 

eWineColorEnum.Red;  sWineBottle.iBottleSize = 750;   

  aWineList.Add(sWineBottle); 

  sWineBottle.sName = "Beaujolais Villages";  sWineBottle.eType = eWineTypeEnum.Beaujolais;  sWineBottle.eColor = 

eWineColorEnum.Red;  sWineBottle.iBottleSize = 750;   

  aWineList.Add(sWineBottle); 

   

…continued on next slide… 
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  //Call the WineListSubset with out filter function that filters the WHITE wines 

  aWineListFiltered=WineList(aWineList,new dFilterFunctionDelegate(WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION)); 

 

  //Printout the White wines  

  foreach (sWine sw in aWineListFiltered)  { 

   

   Console.WriteLine(sw.sName); 

    

  } 

  

 } 

 

}  

 

As you can see, the general method WineList returns an ArrayList containing only 
those wines that passed through the WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION.  Also, take note 
of how the WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION  is passed to the WineList method: 

 
 aWineListFiltered=WineList(aWineList,new dFilterFunctionDelegate(WHITE_WINE_FILTER_FUNCTION)); 

 

Also, this concept allows you to separate the filtering from the WineList function so 
that the WineList function doesn't continue to grow and grow every time another 
filtering is required.  You write the WineList function once and only once! 

 

Note that you can chain delegates by using the += syntax.  This will allow several 
callback functions to execute when a single delegate is called.   
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Events 

As mentioned in the Interlude, you can think of an event as a Publish/Subscribe 
Design Pattern.  That is, one class will take the role of the Publisher of the event 
and one or more classes will subscribe to that published event.  Again, alluding 
to the XBOX 360 game Modern Warfare 2, if a grenade-has-been-thrown event 
has occurred, all of the computer-controlled characters – which have subscribed 
to this event – are automatically alerted to the fact that a grenade has been 
thrown.   
 

Now, there are several steps to creating the Publish/Subscribe event Design 
Pattern: 
 

1. Create a class that derives from the EventArgs class.  This class allows you 

to pass event information from the published event to the subscribers of the 
event.  This information allows the subscriber to take some sort of action 
based on that information.  For example, when a grenade has been thrown, 
the publisher, who is raising the event, must let all of the subscribers know 
the (X,Y)-Coordinates of where the grenade landed.  Given this information, 
the subscribers can compute their individual distance to the grenade based 
on their own coordinates. 

2. Create a class that takes the role of Publisher.  This class will contain the 
keywords delegate as well as event.  For example, this class will contain the 
grenade-has-been-thrown event defined by using the event keyword. 

3. Create a class that takes the role of Subscriber.  This class will contain a 
method that is executed when an event occurs.  For example, the computer-
controlled characters will subscribe to the published event and the Publisher 
will execute the Subscriber's method. 
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Events 

4. Finally, someone/something has to raise the event. 

 

So, let's see each of those steps for our grenade-has-been-thrown event and 
computer-controlled characters.  

 
using System; 

using System.Collections; 

 

//Step #1: Create a class to house the event information object…(X,Y)-coordinates where the grenade landed. 

class GrenadeThrownEventArgs : EventArgs { 

 

 private Double dXCoord,dYCoord; //(X,Y)-Coordinates where grenade landed 

  

 public GrenadeThrownEventArgs(Double pX,Double pY) { 

  

  dXCoord = pX; //X-Coordinate of grenade landing 

  dYCoord = pY; //Y-Coordinate of grenade landing 

   

 } 

 

 //Create properties 

 public Double X { get { return(dXCoord); } } 

 public Double Y { get { return(dYCoord); } } 

  

} 

 
…continued on next slide… 
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//Step #2: Create a class to act as the publisher (grenade has been thrown). 

//This is where the delegate and event keywords will be used. 

class GrenadeThrown {  //Publisher 

 

 //Define a delegate for the event handler.  Note that the first parameter is an Object and 

 //the second parameter is an event information object (GrenadeThrownEventArgs in this case). 

 public delegate void GrenadeThrownEventHandler(Object source,GrenadeThrownEventArgs eArgs); 

 

 //Define the public event OnGrenadeThrownEventHandler.  This is what all of the subscribers 

 //will update...see Step #3 below. 

 public event GrenadeThrownEventHandler OnGrenadeThrownEventHandler; 

 

 //Create a ThrowGrenade method. 

 public void ThrowGrenade() { 

 

  //Create an event information object to hold the grenade`s landing coordinates (random) 

  Random rNum = new Random(); //Random numbers between 0 and 1. 

  Double dRandomX = 10*rNum.NextDouble(); //Random numbers between 0 and 10. 

  Double dRandomY = 10*rNum.NextDouble(); //Random numbers between 0 and 10. 

  GrenadeThrownEventArgs eArgs = new GrenadeThrownEventArgs(dRandomX,dRandomY); 

 

  //Inform all subscribers of this event that a grenade has been thrown. 

  if (OnGrenadeThrownEventHandler != null) { 

    

   Console.WriteLine("GRENADE!!!"); 

   OnGrenadeThrownEventHandler(this,eArgs); //Inform all subscribers 

    

  } 

   

 } 

 

} 

 
…continued on next slide… 
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//Step #3: Create a class to act as a subscriber (computer-controlled character) 

class Fighter { //Subscriber 

 

 GrenadeThrown grenadeThrown; 

 private Double dXGuy, dYGuy; //Coordinates of the fighter`s location. 

 private String sName; //Name of fighter 

  

 public Fighter(String pName,Double pX,Double pY,GrenadeThrown pGrenadeThrown) { 

  

  sName = pName;  dXGuy = pX;  dYGuy = pY; 

  this.grenadeThrown = pGrenadeThrown; 

  //event is being set to delegate of this class`s OnGrenadeAction. 

  grenadeThrown.OnGrenadeThrownEventHandler += new GrenadeThrown.GrenadeThrownEventHandler(OnGrenadeAction); 

   

 } 

  

 //What happens to this fighter when a grenade is thrown? 

 void OnGrenadeAction(Object source,GrenadeThrownEventArgs eArgs) { 

   

  //Retrieve the (X,Y)-Coordinates of the grenade landing 

  Double dXGren = eArgs.X; //use get property X 

  Double dYGren = eArgs.Y; //use get property Y 

 

  //Compute distance between the fighter`s and grenade`s location. 

  Double dDist = Math.Sqrt( Math.Pow(dXGren-dXGuy,2) + Math.Pow(dYGren-dYGuy,2) ); 

   

  //Alert us if guy dies by being blown to bits by grenade. 

  if (dDist <= 2.5D) { 

   Console.WriteLine("Fighter {0} died by being blown to bits by grenade!",sName); 

  } 

  else { 

   Console.WriteLine("Fighter {0} has survived!",sName); 

  } 

   

 } 

   

} 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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//Step #4: Set up the fighters and subscribe them to the greande event.  Then, throw a grenade. 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void Main() { 

   

  //Instantiate the publisher: GrenadeThrown 

  GrenadeThrown oGrenade= new GrenadeThrown(); 

   

  //Instantiate the first fighter: Fighter 

  Fighter f1 = new Fighter("Soap MacTavish",1D,2D,oGrenade); 

   

  //Instantiate the second fighter: Fighter 

  Fighter f2 = new Fighter("Dirk Benson",3D,1.5D,oGrenade); 

 

  //Instantiate the third fighter: Fighter 

  Fighter f3 = new Fighter("Sam Hartcourt",4D,2.5D,oGrenade); 

 

  //Throw a grenade. 

  oGrenade.ThrowGrenade(); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Now, here is what the output looks like if we run the program several times at 
the command prompt (see next page): 
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C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish has survived! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt has survived! 

 

C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish has survived! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt died by being blown to bits by grenade! 

 

C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish has survived! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt has survived! 

 

C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish has survived! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt died by being blown to bits by grenade! 

 

C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish died by being blown to bits by grenade! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt has survived! 

 

C:\temp\test>test46 

GRENADE!!! 

Fighter Soap MacTavish has survived! 

Fighter Dirk Benson has survived! 

Fighter Sam Hartcourt died by being blown to bits by grenade! 

 

Note: Sam Hartcourt must be one of the Red Shirts. 
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Recall the example above about the ListBox containing a list of thousands of 
scheduled jobs that are being sorted.  As we mentioned, you can sort the list 
synchronously causing the entire program to block waiting for your sort to finish; 
or, you can sort the ListBox asynchronously meaning that the user can still 
interact with your program while the ListBox is being sorted.  You can cause 
parts of your program to run asynchronously by using threads.  A thread is a 
separate unit of program execution.  Several authors warn against abusing the 
power of threads since the creation of a thread is not cheap.  Richter calls 
threads "overhead".  Now, if your computer has one CPU, then only one thread 
can execute at a time.  If your computer has two CPUs, then only two threads 
can execute at a time (one for each CPU).  If you think about the number of 
services used by the operating system itself and the number of programs you 
execute at any point in time, you may wonder how anything actually works.  
Each program that executes gets a slice of time on the CPU.  Once that slice of 
time is finished, that program's state is saved and the next program's saved 
state is loaded and run.  This is called a context switch.  As you can imagine, 
each CPU switches context very frequently allowing your computer to seem like 
it's doing multiple things at the same time…when, in fact, it's not.  If you 
attempt to create a dozen, say, threads on your two CPU machine, you will be 
successful, but your program may not run as fast as you expect due to all of the 
context switches.  Also, be aware that there is a difference between a hyper-
threaded chip and a multi-core chip and that a hyper-threaded chip may not give 
you as much performance as a multi-core chip.  
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There is support for threading in the .NET Framework in the Thread class within 
the System.Threading namespace (among others).  Note, though, that it's the 

Windows operating system that is responsible for threading and not the .NET 
Framework itself.  Now, to make things more confusing, there are several ways 
to create a thread depending on the book you read.   I list them here and then 
we will go through them one-by-one.  Note that Richter separates operations 
that are compute-bound (computationally intensive operations) from 
Input/Output (I/O)-bound (actions which perform file I/O, web I/O, SQL Server 
I/O, socket I/O, serial port I/O, etc.).   

 

1. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using the Thread Pool 

2. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#1 – Archer/Whitechapel's Book) 

3. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#2 – Richter's Book) 

4. Asynchronous Operations Using a Timer 

5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

6. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform Compute-Bound Operations 

 

Yeah…that's a lotta stuff just to do a thread up.  We also have to talk about 
return values, inter-thread communication and sharing between threads. 

 

Anyway, here we go… 
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1. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using the Thread Pool 
 

The programmers at Microsoft are pretty smart cookies and they know that if a 
thread is created and used, it's probably wise not to destroy the thread since 
some other operation may need it.  So, the thread is placed in the thread pool, 
which is managed by the CLR, so that it can be used again.  Initially, the thread 
pool is empty.  When your program wants to use a thread, a request is placed on 
the thread pool's queue.  When it's darn good and ready, the request is 
dequeued and your thread runs.  When your operation finishes, the thread is 
placed back in the thread pool for safe-keeping.  Note that the thread pool is 
dynamic so that if you are asking for a lot of threads, the thread pool will create 
more; and if a specific thread pool thread is sitting around doing nothing, that 
thread is killed (virtually…no actual threads were harmed in the making of this 
presentation!).   

 

The class ThreadPool in the System.Threading namespace offers several 

methods to either get or set information about the thread pool.  These methods 
are GetMaxThreads(), SetMaxThreads(), GetMinThreads(), SetMinThreads(), 
and GetAvailableThreads().  See the .NET website for more on these 

methods.  By default, a thread pool is started with 2 threads, but can be 
changed using SetMinThreads().   

 

Below is an example using the thread pool to create a thread.  
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using System; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void SortListBox(Object state) { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Sorting the listbox here...",state); 

  Thread.Sleep(5000); 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Finished sorting the listbox here...",state); 

 

 } 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Starting the main program..."); 

 

  //Create a new thread and start it asynchronously! 

  ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(SortListBox,"Boink!"); 

 

  Thread.Sleep(10000); //sleep a little bit so that the sort can do its thang... 

   

  Console.WriteLine("Ho-hum...back in the main program...ending now!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

As you see, we use the static Boolean ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(cb, 
Object state) method where cb is defined as follows: 
 

delegate void WaitCallback(Object state); //again with the delegates!! 

1. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using the Thread Pool 
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Now, if you do not need to pass a state (parameter) to the method, you can use 
the following method instead: static Boolean 
ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(cb) method where cb is defined as follows: 
 

delegate void WaitCallback(Object state); //again with the delegates!! 

1. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using the Thread Pool 
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2. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#1 – Archer/Whitechapel's Book) 
 

Below is an example using ThreadStart() to create a delegate; Thread() to 
create a thread; and Start() to start the thread running: 
 

using System; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void SortListBox() { 

 

  Int32 anum = 0; 

 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD: Sorting the listbox here..."); 

 

  //Pause for a few moments 

  for(Int32 indx=0;indx<1000;indx++) { 

 

    anum+=indx; 

 

    if (indx==500) { 

     Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD: Half-way finished sorting the listbox here..."); 

    } 

 

  } 

 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD: Finished sorting the listbox here..."); 

 

 } 

…continued on next slide… 
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 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning to the Main Program!"); 

   

  //Create the delegate...YES! THIS IS A DELEGATE!!...that will sort the list box. 

  ThreadStart tDelegate = new ThreadStart(SortListBox); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning the sort thread NOW!"); 

   

  //Create a new thread and start is asynchronously! 

  Thread tSortListBox = new Thread(tDelegate); 

  tSortListBox.Start(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Ho-hum...back in the main program...ending now!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Below is the output from the execution of this program (in the order that came 
out on my machine!): 

 
C:\temp\test>test47 

Beginning to the Main Program! 

Beginning the sort thread NOW! 

Ho-hum...back in the main program...ending now! 

NOTE FROM THREAD: Sorting the listbox here... 

NOTE FROM THREAD: Half-way finished sorting the listbox here... 

NOTE FROM THREAD: Finished sorting the listbox here... 

 

2. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#1 – Archer/Whitechapel's Book) 
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Now, instead of using that for-loop to cause the sort function to wait, you can 
use the Thread.Sleep(x) to cause the current thread to sleep for x milliseconds.  

So, I could have put in  

 
Thread.Sleep(10000); //sleep for 10 seconds 

 

in my code instead of the for-loop.  This method can take two special values.  If 
you specify a zero (0), this causes the thread to release the remaining part of 
the time-slice for the thread (allowing another thread to run immediately).  If 
you specify Thread.Sleep(Timeout.Infinite), the thread is paused indefinitely 
until a Thread.Interrupt method is called to un-pause the thread. 

 

Instead of the Thread.Sleep method, you can use the Thread.Suspend method 
to suspend a thread until the Thread.Resume method is called.   

 

Note that Thread.Sleep can ONLY be called by the code within the thread itself, 
unlike Thread.Suspend which can suspend a completely different thread. 

 

You can destroy threads by using the Thread.Abort method.  Note that this 
method throws a ThreadAbortException which you can catch. 

 

 

2. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#1 – Archer/Whitechapel's Book) 
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using System; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void SortListBox(Object state) { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Sorting the listbox here...",state); 

  Thread.Sleep(5000); 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Finished sorting the listbox here...",state); 

 

 } 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Starting the main program..."); 

 

  //Create a new thread and start it asynchronously! 

  Thread tSort = new Thread(SortListBox); 

  tSort.Start("Boink!"); 

  Thread.Sleep(10000); 

  tSort.Join(); //at this point, we wait for the thread tSort to finish before moving on... 

   

  Console.WriteLine("Ho-hum...back in the main program...ending now!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

3. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#2 – Richter's Book) 
 

Below is an example using the method that Richter shows: 
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3. Asynchronous Compute-Bound Operations Using a Dedicated Thread (Method 
#2 – Richter's Book) 
 

You know, comparing Method #1 and Method #2, it may be that the delegate is 
being created for you automagically in Method #2 whereas you are creating it 
by-hand in Method #1.  I believe that is one of the "syntactic sugars" that 
Richter talks about in his book…I will come back to this later… 
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4. Asynchronous Operations Using a Timer 
 

The Timer class in the System.Threading namespace allows you to call methods 
at periodic intervals.  The Timer class has four constructors you can use: 

 
1. public Timer(TimerCallback callback, Object state, Int32 dueTime, Int32 period) 

2. public Timer(TimerCallback callback, Object state, UInt32 dueTime, UInt32 period) 

3. public Timer(TimerCallback callback, Object state, Int64 dueTime, Int64 period) 

4. public Timer(TimerCallback callback, Object state, Timespan dueTime, Timespan period) 

 

callback identifies the method to be called back by the thread pool thread and 
it must have the same signature as the TimerCallback delegate in the 
System.Threading namespace:  delegate void TimerCallback(Object 
state).  dueTime is the number of milliseconds to wait until the first call and 

period is the number of milliseconds to wait until the next and subsequent calls. 

The period parameter is a Timespan structure (see 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.timespan.aspx). 

 

Note that to kill the timer, which could run indefinitely, you use the Dispose() 
method in the Timer class.  We show an example of this method on the next 

slide. 
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4. Asynchronous Operations Using a Timer 
 

using System; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public static void SortListBox(Object state) { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Sorting the listbox here...",state); 

  Thread.Sleep(500); //sort for .5 seconds 

  Console.WriteLine("NOTE FROM THREAD({0}): Finished sorting the listbox here...",state); 

 

 } 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Starting the main program..."); 

 

  //Create a new thread and start it with a timer! 

  Timer tSort = new Timer(SortListBox,"boink!",0,5); 

 

  Thread.Sleep(5000); //sleep for 5 seconds   

  Console.WriteLine("Ho-hum...back in the main program...ending now!"); 

 

  tSort.Dispose(); //kill the timer now! 

   

 } 

  

} 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

Up to now, we've been focusing on compute-bound operations.  These are 
operations used to, say, sort data, or compute a multiple regression, etc.  But, 
before you can work on data, you need to read it in from somewhere such as a 
text file, a database, a spreadsheet, a website, etc.  The act of reading in data is 
I/O, or Input/Output, and this can cause your thread(s) to block while, say, 
waiting for a database to return your query results, or waiting for a large file to 
be read in.   

 

So, similar to asynchronous compute-bound operations, Microsoft has come up 
with a spiffy way to perform asynchronous I/O-bound operations which will allow 
you to perform some other task while waiting for the file, say, to be completely 
read in.  This is called the Asynchronous Program Model (APM) and is built-in to 
several classes in several namespaces, such as System.IO, System.NET, 
System.NET.Sockets, System.NET.WebRequest, System.IO.Ports, 
System.Data.SqlClient.   

 

Note that unlike the other methods we've talked about, APM allows you to know 
when the asynchronous operation has completed as well as the results.    

 

Note that many of the APM features built-in to classes have a BeginRead and 
EndRead method as well as BeginWrite and EndWrite methods.  
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

Note that some of the methods with APM built-in classes may need to be told to 
act asynchronously.  For example, the FileStream method takes the 
FileOptions.Asynchronous option to indicate that the file should be read in 

asynchronously.  If you do not use this option, and still use APM, the file will be 
read in synchronously, not asynchronously.  Now, below is an example of how to 
read in a few bytes from a text file in a synchronous way: 

 
using System; 

using System.Text; //used for Encoding.ASCII.GetString method. 

using System.IO; 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  FileStream fs = new FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\myfile.txt", FileMode.Open, 

FileAccess.Read, FileShare.Read, 1024); 

  byte[] bArray = new byte[13]; 

  fs.Read(bArray,0,13); 

  fs.Close(); 

  Console.WriteLine("{0}",Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bArray)); 

   

 } 

  

} 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

Now, let's re-do this example using APM and BeginRead instead of Read: 
 

using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  FileStream fs = new 

FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\myfile.txt",FileMode.Open,FileAccess.Read,FileShare.Read,1024,FileOptions.Asynchron

ous); 

  Byte[] bArray = new Byte[13]; 

 

  //Get a "receipt" for the read and submit the request to the queue 

  IAsyncResult iASR = fs.BeginRead(bArray,0,13,null,null); 

 

  //You can now perform some other thing here while waiting for the async read to finish!  WOO-HOO! 

  Console.WriteLine("Going to sleep, now!"); 

  Thread.Sleep(1000); 

   

  //Can get the number of bytes read in from EndRead. 

  Int32 iNbrBytesReadIn = fs.EndRead(iASR); 

   

  fs.Close(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("The number of bytes we read in is {0}",iNbrBytesReadIn); 

  Console.WriteLine("{0}",Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bArray)); 

   

 } 

  

} 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

Now, when you execute the BeginRead method you get back an IAsyncResult 

interface as a "receipt" for your request.  It is this receipt that is used in the 
EndRead method.  Note that EndRead will return immediately if the read has 

finished; but it will block the thread if the read has not completed. 

 

Now, the example may seem strange since we call the EndRead method right 
after the BeginRead method.  This has the effect of…oh, no!…blocking the 

thread!  So, why use it?  Richter describes three rendezvous techniques available 
with APM.  The first one he calls Wait-Until-Done which is similar to just doing 
things synchronously.  This is the method we showed in the example above. 

 

The second method is called Polling and he discourages you from using it since it 
periodically asks a thread if the asynchronous request has completed and is 
inefficient because it uses a loop that polls the IsCompleted boolean in the 
IAsyncResult interface (our "receipt").  Here is an example (see next slide): 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 
using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

  

 public static void Main() { 

 

  FileStream fs = new 

FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\myfile2.txt",FileMode.Open,FileAccess.Read,FileShare.Read,8,FileOptions.Asynchronou

s); 

  Byte[] bArray = new Byte[11000000]; 

 

  //Get a "receipt" for the read 

  IAsyncResult iASR = fs.BeginRead(bArray,0,11000000,null,null); 

 

  //Poll for a completed file read 

  while (!iASR.IsCompleted) { 

   Console.WriteLine("...read not complete yet..."); 

   Thread.Sleep(1000); 

  } 

   

  //Can get the number of bytes read in from EndRead. 

  Int32 iNbrBytesReadIn = fs.EndRead(iASR); 

   

  fs.Close(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("The number of bytes we read in is {0}",iNbrBytesReadIn); 

   

 } 

  

} 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 

Now, the last method Richter calls the Callback Rendezvous Technique and he 
recommends this method and it involves using a callback function which, at least 
in Richter's example, is responsible for executing the EndRead method.  Recall 
that in our examples, we have ignored the last two parameters in the BeginRead 

method.  The first is the name of the callback method and the second is an 
object (the filestream object, fs, in this example) which can be retrieve by using 
the IAsyncResult's AsyncState field.  Here is an example (see next slide): 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 
 

using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 private static Byte[] bArray = new Byte[220000000]; 

 

 private static void ReadComplete(IAsyncResult iASR) { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("In ReadComplete method!"); 

   

  //Reconstitute the filestream, fs, from the iASR 

  FileStream fs = (FileStream) iASR.AsyncState; 

 

  //Can get the number of bytes read in from EndRead. 

  Int32 iNbrBytesReadIn = fs.EndRead(iASR); 

   

  //Close the file 

  fs.Close(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("The number of bytes we read in is {0}",iNbrBytesReadIn); 

  

 } 

  

 …continued on next slide… 
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5. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Perform I/O-Bound Operations 
public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Starting the main program..."); 

   

  FileStream fs = new 

FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\myfile3.txt",FileMode.Open,FileAccess.Read,FileShare.Read,8,FileOptions.Asynchronou

s); 

 

  //Get a "receipt" for the read 

  IAsyncResult iASR = fs.BeginRead(bArray,0,220000000,ReadComplete,fs); 

 

  //Sleep for a while 

  Console.WriteLine("Performing some other action while waiting for file to be read in"); 

  Thread.Sleep(1000); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("End of Main Program!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 
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6. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Compute-Bound Operations 

The APM is not limited solely to I/O-Bound operations and can also perform 
compute-bound operations.  In order to do this you need to specify a delegate to 
the method you want run asynchronously.  Note that the signatures must match 
between the two!!  Note that when you define a variable as being of type 
delegate, that variable has two methods defined for it: BeginInvoke and 
EndInvoke.  The BeginInvoke method takes the same parameters as that 

defined in the delegate, but also includes two additional parameters at the end: 
ASyncCallback and Object.  (These are the same parameters as discussed 

previously.)  The great thing about this method of performing compute-bound 
operations, as opposed to the other non-APM compute-bound methods discussed 
previously, is that you can create a second callback that will be notified when the 
asynchronous compute-bound operation has completed.  Sweeeet!  Recall that I 
showed some examples of how to compute areas under a curve.  Let's do that 
using APM Compute-Bound operations.  See code starting on the next slide. 
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6. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Compute-Bound Operations 
using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Text; 

using System.Threading; 
 

class MainProgram { 
 

 //Create a delegate for the ComputeArea method 

 delegate Double ComputeAreaDelegate(Double pSLICEWIDTH); 

  

 //Create a method to compute the area 

 private static Double ComputeArea(Double pSLICEWIDTH) { 
 

  Double SLICE_WIDTH; //Width of rectangle 

  Double STARTING_X = 0D; //Starting X-Coordinate 

  Double ENDING_X = 10D; //Ending X-Coordinate 

  Double CURRENT_X; //Current X value...used for loop 

  Double AREA_UNDER_CURVE; // Area under curve initialized to zero 

 

  SLICE_WIDTH = pSLICEWIDTH; 

  CURRENT_X = STARTING_X; 

  AREA_UNDER_CURVE = 0D; 

  

  do  

  { 

   AREA_UNDER_CURVE += SLICE_WIDTH*(CURRENT_X * CURRENT_X + 1); 

   CURRENT_X += SLICE_WIDTH;   

  } while(CURRENT_X <= ENDING_X); 
 

  //Return the value to the caller 

  return(AREA_UNDER_CURVE); 

   

 } 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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6. Asynchronous Program Model (APM) to Compute-Bound Operations 
 //Create a callback method to be notified when the integration is complete. 

 private static void ComputationIsComplete(IAsyncResult iASR) { 

  

  //Reconstitute the delegate so that we can call EndInvoke 

  ComputeAreaDelegate dCAD = (ComputeAreaDelegate) iASR.AsyncState; 

   

  //Get the resulting area computation 

  Double dArea = dCAD.EndInvoke(iASR); 

   

  //Write out the results 

  Console.WriteLine("Area={0}",dArea.ToString()); 

   

 } 

  

 //Main program 

 public static void Main() { 

 

  //Create a variable to point to our ComputeArea method 

  ComputeAreaDelegate dCA = ComputeArea; 

   

  //Call the ComputeArea method to compute the area. 

  dCA.BeginInvoke(.000000001D,ComputationIsComplete,dCA); 

 

  //Simulate performing work here...main program must not end before  

  // thread finishes or you will lose your results! 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

 

} 
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So far, we've seen several methods for creating threads to perform computations 
and I/O asynchronously.  We've seen how to get results back using the APM's 
EndInvoke method.  There is much more on threads in the System.Threading 

namespace. 
 

Now, another discussion on the topic of threads is how multiple threads can 
update shared data without clobbering each other's changes.  You probably want 
to avoid the situation where one thread is attempting to update a block of 
memory while another is simultaneously attempting to read from it.  Richter 
describes this as "…analogous to reading a book while someone is changing the 
text on the page."   
 

To prevent this situation from occurring, developers use thread synchronization.  
There are several techniques to achieve thread synchronization such as volatile 
reads and writes with the volatile keyword, the Interlocked class, Monitor 
class and the lock statement, and the Mutex class.   
 

Data written to a variable is not immediately placed in memory.  Instead, it is 
placed in the CPU cache memory and then eventually stored in memory at some 
unspecified future time.  When multiple threads are reading and writing to a 
variable, this cache memory versus real memory thingy can cause havoc.  The 
volatile keyword can prevent this from occurring by forcing a volatile read 

(which reads from the cache and then invalidates the cache forcing future reads 
to be from main memory) and volatile writes (which flushes the cache to 
memory and then performs a write to main memory).   
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Volatile Reads are know as read with acquire semantics and Volatile Writes are 
known as write with release semantics. 

 

Now, the volatile keyword is only available for the following data types: 
(S)Byte, (U)Int16, (U)Int32, Char, Single, and Boolean. Note that there are 
analogous VolatileRead() and  VolatileWrite() methods, but if you use the 
volatile keyword, you don't have to use them directly.   

 

Note that using this is not necessarily recommended, especially if you are using 
the methods we discuss below.   

 

The Interlocked class in the System.Threading namespace provides very fast 

methods to allow your threads to access shared data, but these methods are 
limited in what they can do: they atomically modify a variable in a thread-safe 
way.  See the next slide for a list of the Interlock static methods available to 

you.  These methods include methods to increment or decrement a variable, add 
two values, exchange two variables' values, etc.   

 

We won't show examples of these methods since they are fairly self-explanatory. 
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• Add(Int32, Int32) -  Adds two 32-bit integers and replaces the first integer with the sum, as an 

atomic operation.   

• Add(Int64, Int64) -  Adds two 64-bit integers and replaces the first integer with the sum, as an 

atomic operation.   

• CompareExchange(Double, Double, Double) - Compares two double-precision floating point numbers for 

equality and, if they are equal, replaces one of the values.   

• CompareExchange(Int32, Int32, Int32) -  Compares two 32-bit signed integers for equality and, if 

they are equal, replaces one of the values.   

• CompareExchange(Int64, Int64, Int64) -  Compares two 64-bit signed integers for equality and, if 

they are equal, replaces one of the values.   

• CompareExchange(IntPtr, IntPtr, IntPtr) -  Compares two platform-specific handles or pointers for 

equality and, if they are equal, replaces one of them.   

• CompareExchange(Object, Object, Object) -  Compares two objects for reference equality and, if they 

are equal, replaces one of the objects.   

• CompareExchange(Single, Single, Single) -  Compares two single-precision floating point numbers for 

equality and, if they are equal, replaces one of the values.   

• CompareExchange(Of T)(T, T, T) - Compares two instances of the specified reference type T for 

equality and, if they are equal, replaces one of them.   

• Decrement(Int32) -  Decrements a specified variable and stores the result, as an atomic operation.   

• Decrement(Int64) -  Decrements the specified variable and stores the result, as an atomic 

operation.   

• Exchange(Double, Double)  - Sets a double-precision floating point number to a specified value and 

returns the original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(Int32, Int32) -  Sets a 32-bit signed integer to a specified value and returns the 

original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(Int64, Int64) -  Sets a 64-bit signed integer to a specified value and returns the 

original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(IntPtr, IntPtr) -  Sets a platform-specific handle or pointer to a specified value and 

returns the original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(Object, Object) -  Sets an object to a specified value and returns a reference to the 

original object, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(Single, Single) -  Sets a single-precision floating point number to a specified value and 

returns the original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Exchange(Of T)(T, T) -  Sets a variable of the specified type T to a specified value and returns 

the original value, as an atomic operation.   

• Increment(Int32) -  Increments a specified variable and stores the result, as an atomic operation.   

• Increment(Int64) -  Increments a specified variable and stores the result, as an atomic operation.   

• Read - Returns a 64-bit value, loaded as an atomic operation.  
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Next, we talk about the Monitor class and the lock statement.  The Monitor 
class surrounds C# code with its Monitor.Enter() and Monitor.Exit() 

methods.  These methods cause a monitor lock to be placed around the code to 
prevent a thread synchronization tragedy from occurring.  Now, if another thread 
has a lock on that code, the Monitor.Enter() method will block until the other 

lock has been released.   

 

Now, let's be clear.  The previous two concepts, Interlock and volatile, act on 
variables.  The Monitor class, on the other hand, protects C# code from being 

executed in two or more threads.  One book (Archer/Whitechapel) mentioned 
that the act of saving data to a database table is something you probably don't 
want to run simultaneously in two or more threads!  Good advice! 

 

Here is a simple example of this accessing a file for write.  See next slide. 
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using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading; 

 

class MainProgram { 

 

 public void UpdateTable(Object state) { 

  

  Console.WriteLine("({0}: In UpdateTable",state); 

   

  //Obtain a monitor lock 

  Monitor.Enter(this); 

 

   Console.WriteLine("({0}): In Monitor Lock Code!",state); 

   FileStream oFS = new FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\mydata.txt", FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write, 

                                                                                    FileShare.ReadWrite, 8); 

   StreamWriter oSW = new StreamWriter(oFS); 

   oSW.Write(state); 

   oSW.Close(); 

   Console.WriteLine("({0}): Out Monitor Lock Code!",state); 

    

  Monitor.Exit(this); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("({0}: Out UpdateTable",state); 

   

 } 

 

 …continued on next slide… 
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public static void Main() { 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Beginning of Main Program!"); 

   

  MainProgram oMP1 = new MainProgram(); 

  MainProgram oMP2 = new MainProgram(); 

   

  ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(oMP1.UpdateTable,"Object #1"); 

  ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(oMP2.UpdateTable,"Object #2"); 

 

  Thread.Sleep(7000); 

  Console.WriteLine("End of Main Program!"); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 
 

Now, since the construct of Monitor.Enter and Monitor.Exit occurs very 
frequently, Microsoft created the lock keyword.  Here is how that would look 

(code fragment): 
 

  //Obtain a monitor lock 

  lock(this) { 

 

   Console.WriteLine("({0}): In Monitor Lock Code!",state); 

   FileStream oFS = new FileStream(@"C:\temp\test\mydata.txt", FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write, 

FileShare.ReadWrite, 8); 

   StreamWriter oSW = new StreamWriter(oFS); 

   oSW.Write(state); 

   oSW.Close(); 

   Console.WriteLine("({0}): Out Monitor Lock Code!",state); 

    

  } 
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Finally, the Mutex class allows you to serialize access to code just like a monitor 

lock, but mutexes are supposedly slower than Monitor locks.  See the 
System.Threading namespace for more on the Mutex class.  We won't discuss 

mutexes. 
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You're probably thinking, Didn't we just cover parallel programming in the last 
section on multi-threading?  Yes, we did, but there are some new parallel 
programming constructs above-and-beyond the threading we talked about in the 
last section.   

 

This section deals with those parallel programming constructs as well as outlines 
what a Task is and how it can be used. 

 

Note that you will need to include the System.Threading.Tasks namespace in 

order to use the concepts presented in this section. 

 

Parallel.For and Parallel.ForEach Loops 

Given an array or other collection, you can use a for loop or a foreach loop in 

order to iterate through the elements sequentially.  There are equivalent looping 
constructs for parallel looping tasks and they are the Parallel.For and 
Parallel.ForEach methods within the Parallel class of the 
System.Threading.Tasks namespace.  These two methods parallelize their loop 

bodies unlike their sequential counterparts.   

 

One neat place I can think of where you could use Parallel.For and 
Parallel.ForEach is when reading in data from many different files.  In this 

case, since the files are different, reading them in concurrently would probably 
speed up the process over reading them in sequentially.  An example follows: 
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using System; 

using System.Text; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class ReadMyData { 

 

 public Byte[][] bArray; 

 

 public ReadMyData() { 

  

  bArray = new Byte[8][]; 

 

 } 

  

 public void ReadFromFile(Int32 pIndx) { 

 

  String sFileName = @"C:\temp\test\myfile"; 

  Object oLock = new Object(); 

   

  sFileName += (pIndx+1).ToString() + ".txt"; 

  FileStream fs = new FileStream(sFileName,FileMode.Open,FileAccess.Read,FileShare.Read,1024,FileOptions.Asynchronous); 

  bArray[pIndx] = new Byte[5];   

 

  lock(oLock) { 

   fs.Read(bArray[pIndx],0,5); 

  } 

   

  fs.Close(); 

   

  lock(oLock) { 

   Console.WriteLine("{0}",Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bArray[pIndx])); 

  } 

   

 } 

 

} 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  ReadMyData oRMD = new ReadMyData(); 

   

  Parallel.For(0,8,(index) => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(index); }); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

You'll notice several things: 

1.The Parallel.For loop has three parameters: 

1. The first is the starting index value (inclusive!!) 

2. The second is the ending index value (exclusive!!) 

3. The third is a Lambda Expression.  (You can find out more on Lambda 
Expressions in my LINQ in C# presentation.)  The parameter index is 
used as a parameter to the ReadFromFile method. 

2. The class I am creating has a public method ReadFromFile. 

3. The array bArray will hold all of the data from all of the files read in. 

4. You'll notice that I am using Monitor Locks to ensure that only one thread 
updates the bArray at a time.  (Although, when I remove the locking 

mechanism, the program works with no errors…I have to look into this!) 

 

Note that Parallel.ForEach works in a similar fashion.  Below is an example of 
Parallel.ForEach: 
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using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Text; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class ReadMyData { 

 

 public Byte[][] bArray; 

 

 public ReadMyData() { 

  

  bArray = new Byte[8][]; 

 

 } 

  

 public void ReadFromFile(String psFileName,Int32? pTID) { 

 

  Object oLock = new Object(); 

 

  Int32 pIndx = Convert.ToInt32(psFileName.Substring(19,1)); 

  pIndx--; 

  FileStream fs = new FileStream(psFileName, FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read, FileShare.Read, 

1024,FileOptions.Asynchronous); 

  bArray[pIndx] = new Byte[5];   

 

  lock(oLock) { 

   fs.Read(bArray[pIndx],0,5); 

  } 

   

  fs.Close(); 

   

  lock(oLock) { 

   Console.WriteLine("Task ID={0} read in the following data:{1}",pTID,Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bArray[pIndx])); 

  } 

   

 } 

 

} 

…continued on next slide… 
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class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  ReadMyData oRMD = new ReadMyData(); 

  

  List<String> lFileNames = new List<String> { 

@"C:\temp\test\myfile1.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile2.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile3.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile4.txt",@"C:\temp\

test\myfile5.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile6.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile7.txt",@"C:\temp\test\myfile8.txt" }; 

 

  Parallel.ForEach(lFileNames,(sFileName) => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(sFileName,Task.CurrentId); }); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

You'll notice several things: 

1. There are two parameters to the Parallel.ForEach method: 

1. The first parameter is the collection you are passing in 

2. The second parameter is a Lambda Expression 

2. You note that I did have to jigger with the code in order to get pIndx. 

 

Simple Parallel Submissions 

While we are talking about the Parallel class on the System.Threading.Tasks 
namespace, we might as well mention the Invoke() method.  This method 

allows you to easily execute several pieces of code in parallel.  But, be aware 
that the other concepts described later in this section may be used instead of the 
Invoke() method.  Below is an example of the Invoke() method: 
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using System; 

using System.Text; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class ReadMyData { 

 

 public Byte[][] bArray; 

 

 public ReadMyData() { 

  

  bArray = new Byte[8][]; 

 

 } 

  

 public void ReadFromFile(Int32 pIndx,Int32? pTID) { 

 

  String sFileName = @"C:\temp\test\myfile"; 

  Object oLock = new Object(); 

   

  sFileName += (pIndx+1).ToString() + ".txt"; 

  FileStream fs = new FileStream(sFileName, FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read, FileShare.Read, 

1024,FileOptions.Asynchronous); 

  bArray[pIndx] = new Byte[5];   

 

  lock(oLock) { 

   fs.Read(bArray[pIndx],0,5); 

  } 

   

  fs.Close(); 

   

  lock(oLock) { 

   Console.WriteLine("Task ID={0} read in the following data:{1}",pTID,Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bArray[pIndx])); 

  } 

   

 } 

 

} 

…continued on next slide… 
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class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  ReadMyData oRMD = new ReadMyData(); 

 

  Parallel.Invoke( 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(0,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(1,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(2,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(3,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(4,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(5,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(6,Task.CurrentId); }, 

                  () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(7,Task.CurrentId); } 

                 ); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Notice above that we do not need to pass in any parameters on the left side of 
the Lambda Expressions.  Note that the program will block on the 
Parallel.Invoke() method until all of the tasks are complete. 

 

Now, the three concepts introduced above are just the tip of the iceberg.  More 
control over how tasks (and subtasks) are executed, cancelled, how you wait for 
these tasks to complete, etc. are handled with the Task class in the 
System.Threading.Tasks namespace.  Below is a simple example of how to 

create a task using a Lambda Expression as well as how to start the tasks: 
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class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  ReadMyData oRMD = new ReadMyData(); 

 

  Task tTask1 = new Task( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(0,Task.CurrentId); } );  

  Task tTask2 = new Task( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(1,Task.CurrentId); } );  

  Task tTask3 = new Task( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(2,Task.CurrentId); } );  

 

  tTask1.Start(); 

  tTask2.Start(); 

  tTask3.Start(); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("End Of Main Program"); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

The code above relies on the ReadMyData class from Slide #99.  Note that we 
included the code Console.Readline() to ensure that we would see the output 
from the ReadFromFile() method; otherwise, the program ends and you miss 

seeing the output.   

 

Be aware the Microsoft recommends that you use the StartNew() method of the 
TaskFactory class: "Calling StartNew is functionally equivalent to creating a Task using one of 
its constructors and then calling Start to schedule it for execution. However, unless creation and 
scheduling must be separated, StartNew is the recommended approach for both simplicity and 
performance."   Here is an example: 
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  Task.Factory.StartNew( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(0,Task.CurrentId); } );  

  Task.Factory.StartNew( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(1,Task.CurrentId); } );  

  Task.Factory.StartNew( () => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(2,Task.CurrentId); } ); 

 

Now, as you've seen in the previous examples, I've passed the file number as a 
hard-coded value into the method ReadFromFile().  You can use a variable, but 

the Lambda Expression syntax is rather strange: 
 

Task( (parameter_object) => { method_name(parameter_object}, value_substituted_for_parameter_object ) 

 

The parameter_object can be any legal variable name.  This variable name is 

used as a parameter to your method.  This parameter will be set to the value 
contained in the second parameter to the Task constructor (note that the 

Lambda Expression is the first parameter…and, yes, it can get quite big!). 
 

Here is an example: 

 
  Task tTask1 = new Task( (pObj) => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 0 );  

  Task tTask2 = new Task( (pObj) => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 1 );  

  Task tTask3 = new Task( (pObj) => { oRMD.ReadFromFile(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 2 ); 

 

Note that you will also have to modify the method ReadFromFile() to accept the 

object parameter: 
 

public void ReadFromFile(Object poIndx,Int32? pTID) { 

 

  String sFileName = @"C:\temp\test\myfile"; 

  Object oLock = new Object(); 

  Int32 pIndx = (Int32) poIndx; 
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So far, we have not had the need to obtain a return value from the methods 
we've been using.  In this next example, we will return the area under a curve 
computed several times in parallel: 

 
using System; 

using System.Collections; 

using System.Text; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class AreaUnderCurve { 

 

 //Define a private method which returns x**2 + 1 

 private Double F(Double pX) { 

  

  return( (Double)(pX*pX + 1)); 

  

 } 

  

 …continued on next slide… 
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 //Simpson's Quadratic Approximation Rule  

 public Double SimpsonsQARule(Object poStartEndData,Int32? pTID) { 

 

  Double[] aSEData = (Double[]) poStartEndData; 

  Double STARTING_X = Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[0]); 

  Double ENDING_X = Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[1]); 

 

  Double B_MINUS_A_DIV_6; 

  Double F_A; 

  Double F_A_PLUS_B_DIV_2; 

  Double F_B; 

   

  B_MINUS_A_DIV_6 = (ENDING_X - STARTING_X) / 6; 

  F_A = F(STARTING_X); 

  F_A_PLUS_B_DIV_2 = F( (STARTING_X + ENDING_X) / 2 ); 

  F_B = F(ENDING_X); 

   

  return( (Double)( B_MINUS_A_DIV_6*( F_A + 4*F_A_PLUS_B_DIV_2 + F_B) ) ); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

…continued on next slide… 
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class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  AreaUnderCurve oAUC = new AreaUnderCurve(); 

 

  Task<Double> tTask1 = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 

new Double[] {0D,10D});  

  Task<Double> tTask2 = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 

new Double[] {0D,20D});  

  Task<Double> tTask3 = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 

new Double[] {0D,30D});  

  Task<Double> tTask4 = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , 

new Double[] {0D,40D});  

 

  tTask1.Start();  tTask2.Start();  tTask3.Start();  tTask4.Start(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 10 = {0}",tTask1.Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 20 = {0}",tTask2.Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 30 = {0}",tTask3.Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 40 = {0}",tTask4.Result); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("End Of Main Program"); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

As you can see, the results are returned in the Result property of each of our 
four tasks.  Note that the code blocks when the Result property is encountered 
until the results are returned!!  Make sure, though, to use generics on the Task 

class to ensure that the data type of your results are returned correctly. 
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Now, if you have a long-running task, you may want to cancel it.  You can do    
this by setting up a cancellation token and passing that token as a parameter of 
the Task() constructor.  For example, here is a simple parallel task that is 

cancelled: 
 

using System; 

using System.Threading; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  CancellationTokenSource CTS = new CancellationTokenSource(); 

  CancellationToken CT = CTS.Token; 

   

  Task<Int64> tTask1 = new Task<Int64>( () => { 

                                                Int64 tot=0; 

                                                for(Int64 indx=0;indx<5000000000;indx++) { 

                                                 tot=tot+indx;   

                                                 if (CT.IsCancellationRequested) { 

                                                  Console.WriteLine("Task has been canceled!!"); 

                                                  throw new OperationCanceledException(CT); 

                                                 }   

                                                } 

                                                return(tot); 

                                              });  

 

  tTask1.Start(); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

  CTS.Cancel(); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

 } 

  

} 
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Note that you can set up a composite cancellation token so that you can     
cancel more than one task at a time.  See the 
CancellationTokenSource.CreateLinkedTokenSource() method. 
 

To programmatically determine if a task was canceled, you can use the 
IsCanceled property of your task: tTask1.IsCanceled.  The boolean true is 

returned if the task was canceled; otherwise, false.  Two additional properties 
are IsFaulted (true if an exception occurred), and IsCompleted (true if task 

completed normally). 
 

Recall in the last section we used Thread.Sleep() often to block a piece of code.  

Unfortunately, it seems that when you use this method, any attempt to cancel 
the task waits until Thread.Sleep() is finished.  As an alternative, you can use 

the cancellation token wait handle which allows you to sleep for a certain 
number of milliseconds and also allows you to cancel the task, if need be: 
 

  CancellationTokenSource CTS = new CancellationTokenSource(); 

  CancellationToken CT = CTS.Token; 

   

  Task tTask1 = new Task( () => {  

                                 Boolean IsDead = CT.WaitHandle.WaitOne(5000);  

                                 if (IsDead) { 

                                  Console.WriteLine("Was this task canceled? {0}",IsDead); 

                                  throw new OperationCanceledException(CT); 

                                 } 

                                 else { 

                                  Console.WriteLine("Was this task canceled? {0}",IsDead);                                  

                                 } 

                                });  
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Up to this point, in order for you to ensure that our tasks have finished, we've 
used the fancy-shmancy code Console.ReadLine().  As a more professional 

alternative, you can use one of the following three methods: 
 

1. Wait() – this method will wait until a specific task is complete: 
tTask1.Wait(); 

2. WaitAll() – this method will wait until ALL of the specified tasks are 
complete: Task.WaitAll(tTask1, tTask2, tTask3, tTask4); 

3. WaitAny() – this method will wait until ANY of the specified tasks are 
complete: Task.WaitAny(tTask1, tTask2, tTask3, tTask4);.  To 
determine which task finished, this method returns an Int32 index off of the 

parameter list indicating the task that completed first. 
 

Please check out the TaskStatus enumeration in the System.Threading.Tasks 
namespace.  By using, Task.Status, this enumeration allows you to determine 

what state the task is in.  (This seems like a nice idea for the status bar in a GUI 
application!)  Here is the TaskStatus enumeration: 
 

• Created - The task has been initialized but has not yet been scheduled.   

• WaitingForActivation - The task is waiting to be activated and scheduled internally by the .NET Framework 

infrastructure.   

• WaitingToRun - The task has been scheduled for execution but has not yet begun executing.   

• Running - The task is running but has not yet completed.   

• WaitingForChildrenToComplete - The task has finished executing and is implicitly waiting for attached child 

tasks to complete.   

• RanToCompletion - The task completed execution successfully.   

• Canceled - The task acknowledged cancellation by throwing an OperationCanceledException with its own 

CancellationToken while the token was in signaled state, or the task's CancellationToken was already 

signaled before the task started executing. For more information, see Task Cancellation.   

• Faulted - The task completed due to an unhandled exception.  
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Note that up to this point, we've created several task variables such as tTask1, 
tTask2, etc.  You can create an array of tasks, defined each task body, and then 
use the array as the parameter to the WaitAll() method.  For example, 
 

 Task<Double>[] tTasks = new Task<Double>[4]; 

   

  tTasks[0] = Task.Factory.StartNew( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , new 

Double[] {0D,10D});  

  tTasks[1] = Task.Factory.StartNew( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , new 

Double[] {0D,20D});  

  tTasks[2] = Task.Factory.StartNew( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , new 

Double[] {0D,30D});  

  tTasks[3] = Task.Factory.StartNew( (pObj) => { return oAUC.SimpsonsQARule(pObj,Task.CurrentId); } , new 

Double[] {0D,40D});  

 

  Task.WaitAll(tTasks); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 10 = {0}",tTasks[0].Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 20 = {0}",tTasks[1].Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 30 = {0}",tTasks[2].Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 40 = {0}",tTasks[3].Result);  
 

You'll also note that we were able to return our values in this way as well. 
 

Now, in the examples on computing the area under a curve, we've specified our 
starting and ending conditions by passing in an array containing two values.  
This ensured that our four tasks wouldn't clobber each other.  This is called 
isolation by convention and the .NET Framework does NOT enforce this!  This 
could play havoc on our code (it hasn't, but who knows and who dares to 
dream).  Now, in order to ensure that our tasks don't clobber each other, we can 
use Thread Local Storage: each thread gets its own personal storage variable. 
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Parallel Programming 
Here is an example of Thread Local Storage: 
 

using System; 

using System.Threading; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Task<Double>[] tTasks = new Task<Double>[2]; 

   

  ThreadLocal<Double> dTLS = new ThreadLocal<Double>(); 

   

  tTasks[0] = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => {  

                                 Double[] aSEData = (Double[]) pObj; 

                                 dTLS.Value = Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[0]) + Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[1]); 

                                 return dTLS.Value;  

                                          } , new Double[] {0D,10D});  

 

  tTasks[1] = new Task<Double>( (pObj) => {  

                                 Double[] aSEData = (Double[]) pObj; 

                                 dTLS.Value = Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[0]) + Convert.ToDouble(aSEData[1]); 

                                 return dTLS.Value;  

                                          } , new Double[] {0D,20D});  

   

  tTasks[0].Start();  tTasks[1].Start(); 

   

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 10 = {0}",tTasks[0].Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results for 0 to 20 = {0}",tTasks[1].Result); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

  

} 
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Parallel Programming 

As shown in previous examples, it is still necessary to incorporate Monitor         

locks if you believe that there could be a race condition.  Don't forget to use the 
lock() statement in these cases around dangerous code!  Also, see the 
ReaderWriterLockSlim class for a light-weight version of locking. 
 

While we're on the subject, recall that we have see the System.Collections as well 
as the System.Collections.Generic namespaces.  These contains collection 
classes such as ArrayList and Queue, but are not thread-safe.  Use the 
System.Collections.Concurrent namespace instead when you need a queue, 

stack, bag or dictionary that is thread-safe. 
 

Up to this point, we've created one or more tasks, started them separately and 
waited for each to finish executing.  In .NET 4, you can use task continuations in 
order to specify what should run after a specific task has run.  Now, you're probably 
thinking, Hey, that's just sequential execution, right?  Well, yes and no.  You can 
have as many task executing in parallel as you want, but each individual task can 
use task continuation to execute a chain of tasks.  Once one task finishes, then next 
task in the chain runs, then the next, and so on.   
 

Now, task continuations also allows you to schedule several tasks after one task has 
finished, or schedule a single task after several tasks have finished.  This is called 
multitask continuations.   
 

You can also schedule tasks depending on the status of the previous task in the 
chain.   This is called selective continuations.   
 

An example of continuations is on the next slide: 
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Parallel Programming 
using System; 

using System.Threading; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Task<Double> tTask1 = new Task<Double>( ()=>{ return(3.1415*3.1415); } ); 

  Task<Double> tTask1A = tTask1.ContinueWith<Double>( (Task<Double> antecedent)=>{ return(antecedent.Result + 1); 

} ); 

  Task<Double> tTask1B = tTask1A.ContinueWith<Double>( (Task<Double> antecedent)=>{ return(antecedent.Result + 1); 

} ); 

  tTask1.Start(); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results of tTask1={0}",tTask1.Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results of tTask1A={0}",tTask1A.Result); 

  Console.WriteLine("Results of tTask1B={0}",tTask1B.Result); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

As you can see tTask1 starts off the whole thing, followed by the continuation tasks 
tTask1A then tTask1B. 
 

See Microsoft's website for more on continuation tasks. 

 

Another nice feature of tasks is that you can submit a child task from a parent task.  
An example of starting a child task is on the next slide.   
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Parallel Programming 
using System; 

using System.Threading; 

using System.Threading.Tasks; 

 

class MainProgram { 

   

 public static void Main() { 

 

  Task<Double> tParentTask = new Task<Double>(  

                                              () => {  

 

                                                     //Set up child task within the parent`s lambda expression 

                                                     Task<Double> tChildTask = new Task<Double>( ()=>{ return(2.71828*2.71828); } ); 

 

                                                     //Start the child task now! 

                                                     tChildTask.Start(); 

 

                                                     //Return child results 

                                                     Console.WriteLine("Results of tChildTask={0}",tChildTask.Result); 

                                                      

                                                     //Parent returns this value! 

                                                     return(3.1415*3.1415);  

 

                                                    }  

                                             ); 

 

 

  tParentTask.Start(); 

 

  Console.WriteLine("Results of tParentTask={0}",tParentTask.Result); 

  Console.ReadLine(); 

   

 } 

  

} 

 

Sorry for the small font, but I wanted the spacing to be just right so that you could 
see that the child task is being setup within the parent task's Lambda Expression. 
 

See Microsoft's website for more on submitting child tasks. 
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What Next? 

This completes the C# Programming III presentation.  The next step is to move 
on to the individual namespace presentations (C# Programming IV-#).  In C# 
Programming IV-#, we look at specific classes within specific namespaces such 
as the System namespace, the System.Data namespace, etc. 
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If you found this information helpful, please consider 

supporting sheepsqueezers.com.  There are several 

ways to support our site: 

  

 Buy me a cup of coffee by clicking on the 

following link and donate to my PayPal 

account: Buy Me A Cup Of Coffee?. 

 Visit my Amazon.com Wish list at the following 

link and purchase an item: 

http://amzn.com/w/3OBK1K4EIWIR6 

Please let me know if this document was useful by 
e-mailing me at comments@sheepsqueezers.com. 
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